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responsible for a plan of the English lectures, and
also served as one of the chief coordinators.
As a result, all participants from NIT had a
suitable opportunity for learning what is needed for
global engineers by desirable interactions with the
others from different universities. The results of a
questionnaire to the participants proved this
programme was able to yield educational benefits as
an introduction of active learning.
Notice that this paper is a part of achievements
supported by a government subsidy for aiding
scientific research of 2013-2016.

Abstract
In this paper, we would like to illustrate an
instance of career education for NIT students as
future global engineers.
By collaborating between the institutions of
higher education in Fukui prefecture, a two-day
seminar named “Fukui Kigyogaku (A Study of
Globalization and Locality in Fukui Enterprises)”
for NIT’s and universities’ students is held every
September. This seminar is presented by “The
Division of Promoting the Development of
Universities and Private Institutions of Learning at
Fukui Prefectural Government (Fukui government)”,
and academics from those higher institutions as a
team arrange the whole programme. It can be
defined as career education. We deal with how this
seminar was planned and held last September.
“Fukui Kigyogaku” was characterized by the
following:
(I) This programme was aimed at offering each
participant the opportunity to think about
globalization as a member of local community. In
short, they were able to realize the important
relationships between globalization and locality. In
fact, through this seminar, the participants tried to
cultivate not only their global mind but also their
senses of locality. Therefore, we would like to
maintain that a global perspective should be attained
through a local one in career education.
(II) This programme was organized by the joint
staff of NIT and universities in Fukui prefecture,
Fukui government, Junior Chamber International
Fukui and so forth. Therefore, this can be a suitable
example of Regional Activity at NIT.
(III) This programme mainly consisted of the two
parts: some lectures including group discussions
planned by a few leading local enterprises and
English lectures. The head author of this paper was
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Considering the training of NIT students as future
global engineers, it is no doubt that basic
communication skills are foremost required of them.
Generally speaking, English language education can
be regarded as a major role in it. However, the
collaboration between the training of global engineers
and English education can be difficult to design. As one
of the main reasons, we can say many students easily
tend to jump to the conclusion that the poorer their
English ability is, the worse their aptitude for global
engineer is. Needless to say, teachers should have them
feel secure about their ability, and design the suitable
educational curriculum for the students.
Based on career education, we mainly discuss the
design of an English teaching programme in a career
seminar for NIT students as future global engineers
Setting “career education” as important, we seek a
suitable educational programme.
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At first, for generalizing the notion of globalization,
we pick up some NIT graduates’ opinions about ideal
global engineers. We depend on the two books about
NIT system and its future prospects.
In these books some notable global engineers
graduating from NIT are interviewed, and they
expressed their ideas about the ideal image of global
engineers. We summarize the common opinions among
them as the following (I) ~ (III):
(I) English should be regarded as an essential and
important skill for global engineers.
(II) English as communication skills needed in the
globalized world should be centred in English language
teaching.
(III) Teaching English for global engineers must be
taught mainly through a school curriculum, and so
English teachers should have responsibility for it.
By developing these opinions, we shaped the notion
of the English teaching programme for “Fukui
Kigyogaku (A Study of Globalization and Locality in
Fukui Enterprises)”. The following chapters were the
whole process of planning the programme.
In short, after considering the requisite English for
this programme, we decided that “Fukui Kigyogaku”
should motivate the participants to realize English as
important skills in the globalized world for improving
their career prospects. This met the object of the
programme. Here, it can be said that the collaboration of
career education and teaching English could be rather
suitable for the training of global engineers. In the next
chapter, we explain the process of planning the
programme “Fukui Kigyogaku”.
Materials and Methods or pedagogy
Fukui prefecture is located near the centre of the
Japan Sea Coast in Chubu district. It has a population of
around 800,000 people, and has 4,189.88km2 area.
In common with the other local governments in
Japan, Fukui prefectural government has also sought the
way to find the effective English teaching, and has
practiced various educational programmes especially for
public junior and high school students. Among those,
“The Division of Promoting the Development of
Universities and Private Institutions of Learning (Fukui
government)” at Fukui prefectural government has also
sought to hold a new educational career seminar these
years. That was why they asked NIT Fukui campus and
universities in Fukui to plan as a joint team the new
career seminar targeted for university and NIT students.
Fukui government intended to promote the
interaction between NIT and universities through an
educational programme, and more, to encourage
students to revalue Fukui as the best place of their
employment through this seminar. Being aware of their
locality and their love for Fukui, they can understand
important aspects of globalization. As a result, this
could help to promote the development of local
industries in Fukui.
Furthermore, this would lead to the revitalization of
local community. This programme could also meet the
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policy of regional revitalization strongly promoted by
the Japanese Government nowadays.
Based on these, Fukui government named this
seminar “Fukui Kigyogaku (A Study of Globalization
and Locality in Fukui Enterprises)”.
To sum up, “Fukui Kigyogaku” was planned as a
two-day career seminar aimed at offering each
participant the opportunity to think about globalization
as a member of local community. the participants were
able to realize the important relationships between
globalization and locality. In fact, through this seminar,
they tried to cultivate not only their global mind but also
their senses of locality. We would like to maintain that a
global perspective should be attained through a local
one in career education.
This seminar was organized by the joint staff of NIT
and universities in Fukui prefecture, Fukui government,
Junior Chamber International Fukui and so forth.
Therefore, this can be a good example of Regional
Activity at NIT.
The staff of “Fukui Kigyogaku” was chosen among
academics in NIT and three universities in Fukui. The
head author of this paper was responsible for a plan of
the programmes of the second day, and also served as
one of the chief coordinators.
In a staff meeting for the last year’s programme, the
staff and the Fukui government discussed the notion of
“Fukui Kigyogaku”. The key notions of the programme
were defined as the following (I) ~ (V):
(I) To promote the interaction among students at
NIT and universities in Fukui, an educational
programme, “Fukui Kigyogaku” for the students should
be needed.
(II) “Fukui Kigyogaku” should be held as a model
of a collaborative educational programme between
industry, NIT and prefectural government in Fukui.
(III) “Fukui Kigyogaku” should be aimed at giving
students the opportunity to think about their future
career.
(IV) Through this programme, the participants
should try to cultivate not only their global mind but
also their senses of locality.
(V) This programme mainly consists of the two
parts: some lectures including group discussions
planned by local enterprises (the first day) and some
English lectures (the second day).
As a result of role sharing among the staff, we were
mainly responsible for a plan of the second part (the
second day) of the seminar about English for global
engineers.
Next, we explain the outline of “Fukui Kigyogaku”.
Figure 1 is a brochure delivered to students in the
recruiting. It enabled them to know the main three
objectives of “Fukui Kigyogaku” as follows:
(I) Through various lectures by business people and
discussions facilitated by them, the participants have an
important opportunity not only to get much information
of the leading enterprises in Fukui but also to learn the
globalization specifically through the perspective of
locality.
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As we mentioned before, we mainly concerned with
the planning of the second day’s programme. For the
participants, using English should be the so-called
gateway for enlarging their sure experience in the
present globalized world.
The second day’s programme began at 9:00 in the
morning. The main contents were as follows: (I)
keynote speech (50 minutes), (II) Group discussions
with a facilitator (English native speaker) (2 hours), (III)
Lunch break and presentation (10 minutes) by all groups.
After deliberate consideration and some discussion
among the staff, this presentation was not planned as s
competitive one. The programmes finished at 15:00 as
scheduled. Figure 2 is another brochure telling the
details of the programme.

(II) Active interaction in the programme makes the
participants find new aspects in themselves, and it helps
them to enjoy their solid university lives hereafter.
(III) Through the group discussions and interaction
facilitated by native speakers in English, the participants
can have the opportunity to use English practically, and
to learn the English faculty necessary for the global age.
As a team, we mainly concerned with the realization
of the above (III).
Each of the staff was in charge of its recruiting. Last
year, 32 students including 18 NIT students applied for
this seminar.

Figure 1 A brochure on the programme
Figure 2 is another brochure on the programme. It
showed the contents of the programme. “Fukui
Kigyogaku” was a two-day seminar. The contents of the
seminar were as follows:
On the first day, the participants had mainly
vocational education.
At first, a special guest gave a keynote speech about
a vocational education in the global age. For the last
year’s seminar, Mr Takashi Kumon, a CEO of T.
Kumon Associates Inc., was invited as a keynote
speaker.
Next, a few leading local enterprises gave a lecture
about an ideal person with a secure sense of
globalization and locality.
On these lectures, as the completion of the first day's
programme, the participants were divided into a few
groups and had the discussion about an ideal person
with a sure sense of globalization and locality.
The first day's programme was mainly planned and
held by Junior Chamber International Fukui and so forth.
Later, the participants also had a namecardexchanging party with the lecturers and staff over dinner
Secondly, we explain about the programme of the
second day aiming to give the participants to learn the
essential of the global English.

Figure 2 Another brochure on the programme
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We asked the Oxford University Press to arrange the
keynote speech for the second day’s programme. They
aptly chose as a keynote speaker Mr Robert Peacock, a
teacher trainer of the OUP. Needless to say, the OUP
has a worldwide reputation as the top-class publisher of
many famous textbooks for English education. We
discussed the contents of the keynote speech, and
reached the agreement on a framework for the keynote
speech. This keynote speech were suitable for the
participants to shift their mind to the group discussion
without much difficulty, to learn the idea of English as a
global language, and to ease their “Englishphobia”, or
hesitation and reluctance in using English and feel
confident to use English as much as possible.
We allotted approximately 50 minutes to the
keynote speech.
As we shall mention later, the English of keynote
speech was perhaps a little difficult for the participants
to understand. However, their interest in it was above
the average in the questionnaire, and this proved that
planning the keynote speech succeeded.
Figure 3 and 4 are the parts of the slides made and
used by the keynote speaker, Mr Robert Peacock, a
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teacher trainer of the OUP, and Figure 5 is a work sheet
jointly made by the OUP and us.
This work sheet gave the participants the
opportunity to think about the utility of a qualifying
examination such as TOEIC® or STEP as 21st century
skills. As one of recent problems at NIT Fukui campus,
we can point out a marked decrease in the number of
examinee in TOEIC®. To solve the problem, this task
was effective as facilitation of a life plan because the
participants were able to realize the importance of
highly-motivated attitude in their student life and such
examinations would help them in their career design.
Figure 6 is a snapshot of the keynote speech. You
can see how the programme was interactive and active.

Figure 6 A snapshot of the keynote speech
As the programme following the keynote speech, we
set the group discussion. The contents were as follows
(I) ~ (III): (I) One native teacher as a facilitator helped a
group of the participants to complete the task. (II) This
was not a competition among all groups: No ranking.
(III) The goal was to learn globalization through locality,
and so we arranged that each group had to make a few
minutes’ promotion model titled “Fukui to the World”.
As good examples, we select five slides made by
each group and how deeply their understanding of the
relationships between globalization and locality was.
We especially regarded as important an integrated
programme of both the first day focused on the practical
vocational education and the second day. In Figure 7 we
can express the ideal programme in a pyramid shaped
image (“G. E.” in Figure 7 means “Global Engineer”). It
is inappropriate to disintegrate the consistency between
the first and second day’s programme.

Figure 3 A Slide for the keynote speech

G. E.
Teaching
goglobal
ach English

Figure 4 A Slide for the keynote speech

ievin
g
goals
Figure 7 The image of the
ideal programme
achie
ving
Figure 8 is a snapshotgoals
of the group discussion. We
suppose that you can find how well the participants
mmimimi
enjoyed the programme. Although
in a rather different
ndnd
minmind
circumstances from their
usual classroom, the
participants did their work actively in cooperation with
each other. They were able to understand the
importance of teamwork and good interpersonal
relations among the participants themselves.
During the programme, they were able to use
Japanese, but encouraged to use English properly,
although they certainly needed to use English in asking
their facilitators (native English speakers) of questions
and so forth. The participants were able to use the socalled “English for Life”. In this programme, English
was acted as an important tool for communication, and
they had to add to their experience of using English
outside their usual classroom.
As a result, we gave the participants an educational
opportunity to ease their “Englishphobia”, or hesitation
and reluctance in using English and to feel confident to
use English as much as possible.

Figure 5 A worksheet for the keynote speech
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mentioned the local history or traditional culture in their
presentation.

Figure 8 A snapshot of the group discussion
As the satisfactory completion of this programme, all
groups had to give a presentation of their own sales and
marketing of Fukui. We set the theme as “Fukui to the
World”. In the next chapter, we deal with how the
participants achieved their task as the product of
teamwork.
In Figure 9, one of the NIT students was giving a
presentation in English on behalf of his group members.

Figure 11 A slide made by the group B
Looking into Figure 12, it can be said that their
sense of the balance between traditional and modern
characteristic about the local area is to be praised.

Figure 12 A slide made by the group C
The Group D focused their interest on the local
sights. Fukui is famous for the excavation of a fossilized
dinosaur. They were also skillful at handling computer
graphics. Figure 13 is a good example of it.

Figure 9 A NIT student giving a presentation
Results and Discussion (I)
All groups had a lively discussion under the theme,
“Fukui to the World”. It was effective to emphasize the
consistency between the first and second day
programmes. Picking up some slides made by each
group during the discussion, we analyse how they
created their own sales and marketing of Fukui.
Figure 10 shows the opening slide made by the
group A. “Fukui to the World” was the theme given to
all groups. To give presentation under this theme was
obligatory for all groups. As to the slides, they had to
make them during the group discussion.

Figure 13 A slide made by the group D

Figure 14 A slide made by the group E

Figure 11 is the slide about the traditional culture of
Fukui. The group A referred to “Echizen Washi
(Japanese traditional handmade paper)”. As a start of
the presentation, focusing on the traditional culture was
successful. In a similar way, the other groups also

Figure 14 is the closing slide made by the group E. It
contained an assortment of many symbols representing
the identity of Fukui. We can find famous Eiheiji
Temple or the outstanding mechanical precision parts
made with titanium. Both aspects of industry and
253
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Figure 10 The opening slide made by the group A
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cultural history in Fukui were deeply impressed by this
slide. The participants were able to realize their local
identity through the process of producing English
globally.

Figure 17 The results of a questionnaire

Figure 15 A snapshot of the participants with the staff

Conclusions

Results and Discussion (II)

As a conclusion, we would like to confirm that
“Fukui Kigyogaku“ succeeded as a career seminar for
NIT students. Fukui prefectural government has already
decided that this programme deserved to be held every
year.
This paper does not cover a joint analysis of the
second day's programme with native speakers acting as
able group facilitators. We would like to discuss the
subject further in another article.
As a result, all participants from NIT had a suitable
opportunity for learning what is needed for global
engineers by desirable interactions with the others from
different universities. That is to say, English education
can act as an influence for promoting the training of
global engineers practically even outside the classroom.
Nowadays training global engineers is widely
required in higher education worldwide. To achieve this
as an educational curriculum, we emphasize that a
programme of career education offered by the
collaboration between Industry, NIT and government
would be effective. It is because that an ideal global
engineers should have the so-called “glocal (=global +
local)” mind, and for cultivating it, such a career
seminar as “Fukui Kigyogaku” should be needed for
NIT students. By keeping this perspective, English
Language Teaching would be greatly helpful for the
training of NIT students as future global engineers.

A questionnaire to the participants about the
programme was conducted by the Fukui government
and the results were shared among the staff.
This questionnaire asked 11 simple questions mainly
about all lectures. The participants made their
assessment of all lectures on a scale of one to five.
All the participants returned this questionnaire. We
present the questionnaire as Figure 16, and also give the
outline of the result as Figure 17.
First of all, all the programmes were overtly highly
evaluated by the participants.
As to their comprehension of the second day's
programme, the English of keynote speech was perhaps
a little difficult for the participants to understand.
Nearly 50 percent of all rated their comprehension of
the keynote speech at the grade five, although it was a
little lower than of the other programme. However, their
interest in the second day’s programme was above the
average (around 60 percent), and it can be said that the
second day’s programme succeeded.
As a whole, the results of a questionnaire to the
participants proved this seminar was able to yield
educational benefits as a kind of active learning. Their
positive attitudes towards “Fukui Kigyogaku” would be
effectively applied for their student life.
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DEVELOPING AN ACTIVE LEARNING CURRICULUM TO TEACH WORKPLACE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS TO ENGINEERING STUDENTS
Shirley Joseph
Temasek Polytechnic/School of Engineering,
Communication Skills Department, Singapore
Email: josephs@tp.edu.sg
In Year 1, the focus is on effective communication
skills, basic technical writing and oral presentation
skills. To prepare students for workplace
communication challenges during their Student
Internship Program (SIP), the Year 2 curriculum covers
“soft” skills such as Interpersonal/Intercultural
Communication (IPIC), Workplace Report Writing,
Meeting and Minutes Writing skills. In Year 3,
students are taught employability skills. In addition,
they learn how to write cover letters, resumes, and ace
job interviews and deliver technical presentations.

Abstract
Research has shown that Active Learning provides
opportunities for higher-order thinking skills, increases
student retention as well as achievement, connects the
content to real life, builds students’ self-esteem and
promotes alternative forms of assessment. The purpose
of this paper is to share how a student-driven and
Active-Learning curriculum was developed for the
subject, Organisational Communication Skills. The
main objective of the subject is to teach Engineering
students workplace communication skills, to better
prepare them for their student internship experience.
This paper highlights the approaches taken to plan,
develop and deliver the subject, student-driven
teaching methodology as well as the assessments that
were designed. Quantitative and qualitative feedback
was obtained from the students and facilitators. Based
on the feedback, the Active Learning curriculum was
successful in equipping students with the knowledge
and skills to manage the language and communicative
aspects of their student internship.

Curriculum Revision
In 2014, the Communication Skills Department
embarked on an extensive curriculum revision project.
The aim was to review the relevance of the existing
pedagogical approach, curriculum, and effectiveness of
assessments and depth of student learning for all four
subjects.
Curriculum
Review
Communication Skills

Keywords:
Active
Learning,
workplace
communication skills, Constructivism, student-driven,
engagement.

of

Organisational

The subject team worked together to evaluate the
existing topics, theoretical framework, currency of
skills taught, types of activities used and the
appropriateness of assessments. The evaluation was
done to assess if the students were well-prepared for
communication challenges during their SIP.

Introduction
According to (Levitt, 2001), good communication
skills are undoubtedly important for practicing
engineers as “communication can be an engineer’s
strongest ally or his/her worst enemy”. Literature states
that employers rank communication skills as top of the
list of qualities for entry level, executive and bluecollar positions, but these are generally not
demonstrated effectively in job interviews (Mc Kay,
2007). Engineers in the 21st century are not only
required to be technically competent, but be armed
with relevant “soft” skills for effective workplace
communication purposes (Patil, 2005). Students in the
School of Engineering, Temasek Polytechnic have to
successfully complete four communication skills
subjects as part of the pre-requisites for graduation –
Writing, Oral Presentation & Effective Communication
Skills (Year 1), Organisational Communication Skills
(Year 2) and Career Communication Skills (Year 3).

Curriculum Review Process & Methodologies
Performing Needs Analysis
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SIP Supervisors, graduates and student interns who
had completed their internship were interviewed to
obtain useful qualitative feedback on key workplace
communication challenges (i.e. both verbal and nonverbal communication). The qualitative feedback
showed that students preparing for internship required
more practical help in interpersonal and intercultural
communication, email writing, report writing and
group communication skills.
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and

Identifying

Areas

for

in higher-order thinking skills (e.g. analysis, synthesis,
evaluation) (Bonwell & Eison, 1991).
Learning
happens especially aptly when the learner is
consciously engaged in meaningful activities that can
be shared with others (Papert & Harel, 1991). The core
elements of Active Learning are student activities and
engagement in the learning process.
In “Understanding by Design”, (Wiggins G & Mc
Tighe, 1998), the authors stress that good activities
develop deep understanding of the important ideas to
be learned. To do this, activities must be designed
around important learning outcomes and promote
thoughtful engagement on the part of the student.

The qualitative feedback indicated that the existing
topics – IPIC Skills, Workplace Report Writing,
Meeting Skills, Minutes Writing were relevant, but the
curriculum was generic in content. Furthermore, it was
not customised adequately for authentic workplace
communication situations and greater student
engagement in the learning activities.
Determining
the
Constructivism

Theoretical

Framework

–

As Engineering students are largely kinaesthetic
learners, it was decided that some key tenets of
Constructivism be used as the theoretical framework to
develop the new curriculum. According to (Jonassen,
1991), in the Constructivist approach, the focus is on
knowledge construction, not reproduction. In addition,
learners are presented with authentic learning tasks and
encouraged to cultivate reflective practices. Besides
these characteristics, the learning environment provides
more for learner not teacher control and errors are used
as a platform to provide feedback (Wilson & Cole,
1991). Learning takes place in a realistic and relevant
context, where students are spurred to take ownership
of the learning process. The teacher acts as a guide or
facilitator and lessons are structured to promote higherorder thinking skills and collaborative learning
(Honebin, 1996).
Constructivism offers several
advantages to students. It enables them to pursue their
personal interests, enhance their abilities, tap on prior
knowledge and develop life-long learning skills
(Christie, 2005).
The seven principles for good practice in
undergraduate education espoused by (Chickering &
Gamson, 1987) were also considered. These include
increasing contact between peers and lecturers,
promoting cooperation among students, giving of
prompt feedback, emphasising time on task,
communicating high expectations, respecting diverse
talents and ways of learning and encouraging active
learning.

Planning & Linking Active Learning Lessons
Having determined the theoretical framework,
teaching approach and student engagement issues,
clear and achievable learning objectives for each topic
were identified.
This was followed by the
development of detailed Active Learning Lesson Plans
and course material that were seamlessly woven from
topic to topic. The new curriculum was pilot-tested in
October 2014.
Role of the Teacher
As the new curriculum was designed to be more
learner-controlled than teacher-controlled, it was
important to evaluate the role of the teacher when
using the Constructivist framework and Active
Learning approach. It was highlighted to the teaching
team, that the teacher will act as a facilitator of
knowledge, guiding students to discover the meaning
and relevance of the learning activities and process
(Brooks & Brooks, 1999).
New Curriculum - Constructivism & Active
Learning in Action
Effective Communication vs Transitioning to the
Workplace
The previous introductory topic, Effective
Communication focused on general workplace
communication with a brief reference to Message (M.)
Audience (A.) Purpose (P.) and Strategies (S.) to
consider when communicating.
The new topic – Transitioning to the Workplace
was designed to enable students to discover
themselves the differences between academic studies
and work life, with a substantial emphasis on M.A.P.S.
The following Active Learning strategies were used to
engage learners:

Determining Teaching Approach – Active Learning &
Student Engagement
Active Learning is the School of Engineering’s
key pedagogical approach. Active Learning is
generally defined as any teaching method that engages
students in the learning process. In this approach,
students are involved in performing meaningful
activities and reflecting about what they are doing.
When students reflect on what they are learning, how
they are learning, its value, and what else they need to
know, they are more inclined to both “own” and
appreciate the learning. Active Learning is evident
when students are not passive listeners, are engaged in
activities, focused on developing skills, receive
immediate feedback from instructors and are involved

- Authentic Case studies
Customised and authentic case studies of student
interns involved in workplace conflicts were presented
to students for analysis. Students were also challenged
2
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Determining Gaps
Improvement
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to propose the appropriate strategy and message for
the given audience and purpose.
Debates

Students debated on cases of working professionals
who wrote disparaging comments about their
companies,or posted racist remarks on their personal
Facebook pages. They also assessed the consequences
of such unprofessional work conduct. Furthermore,
students had to to justify why it was right or not right
to post negative comments about the internship
company/personnel on Facebook, Twitter or other
social media tools. Through the debates, students
explored varying perspectives on the need to exercise
discretion and caution when using social media for
workplace communication purposes.

-

In the next part of the project, students were
required to do a group presentation of the problem
analysis and the proposed solutions.

IPIC Skills

-

Previously, the tutor taught this topic for two hours
and an MCQ Assessment was set to assess students’
knowledge of related IPIC concepts and principles.
There were no opportunities for students to
demonstrate their IPIC skills.
However, the new curriculum for this topic spanned
10 hours with an authentic assessment that required
students from various ethnic backgrounds and
nationalities to work together on an IPIC project.
To provide an engaging prelude and scaffolding for
the topic, students did the following Active Learning
activities:
-

-

Quizzes

-

Learning

&

Group

-

Higher-order thinking skills

Overall, the new authentic project assessment for
IPIC, showed that students acquired numerous higher order thinking skills in the process of completing the
project. These included problem solving, critical
thinking, logical reasoning, analysing, evaluating,
reflective thinking and synthesising skills. Besides
these
higher-order
thinking
skills,
students
independently learnt how to create a video, which was
not taught in this subject. Furthermore, learning took
place in a relevant context and was directly applicable
to their SIP. To sum up, students had substantial
ownership and voice in the learning process.

Project

- Problem Analysis & Solutions
To provide students with opportunities
demonstrate effective IPIC skills, case studies/role

Individual Reflection

For the last part of the IPIC Assessment, each
student had to present an Oral Reflection. They were
to identify the IPIC skills they applied while working
on the group project. In addition, students had to share
personal experiences on the team dynamics, lessons
learnt and how these will be transferred to their SIP.

You Tube videos

Collaborative
Assessment

Feedback

The facilitator played an important role in guiding
and enabling the students to identify errors, find the
correct solutions, thereby increasing the students'
confidence to complete the IPIC project successfully.

To
introduce
students
to
intercultural
conflicts/miscommunication, a You Tube video on
intercultural barriers was shown by the facilitators.
Questions were posed by the facilitator, requiring
students to identify the intercultural barriers from the
perspectives of all the characters involved in the
situation. Students were also instructed to propose
strategies on how to minimise intercultural conflicts
and identify ways to avoid such situations at the
workplace.
-

Video Production

Besides the group presentation, each project group
was to display knowledge of interpersonal and
intercultural communication skills by acting out the
problem and solutions. A narration was to be included
highlighting what caused the problem and its resolution
through suitable verbal and non-verbal communication
strategies.

Students performed fun quiz activities to discover
barriers to interpersonal communication. This was
followed by reflection on how such barriers could
affect communication (spoken and written) at the
workplace.
-

Oral Presentation

to

3
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plays were given for analysis. These were presented
in dialogue scripts and described difficult IPIC
situations
involving interns,
colleagues
and
supervisors. Students had to work in groups of 5 to
analyse the causes (verbal, non-verbal, cultural
differences etc.) using the comprehensive resources in
the coursebook and additional research. Through the
group collaboration, a platform was created for
students to listen to different perspectives and construct
knowledge. Thereafter, they were tasked to propose
appropriate communication strategies to resolve the
conflict.
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Email Writing

professional email writing and give immediate
feedback and address misconceptions.

In the previous curriculum, students were given
samples of formal and informal emails and the tutor
briefly explained the differences. Students were also
not tested on their email-writing skills. On the other
hand, in the new curriculum, students were required to
do cognitively stimulating tasks. These included the
following:

An authentic email writing scenario was set as an
assignment. It mirrored the classroom activity on
rewriting impolite and rudely written emails. Based on
the students’ submissions of this assignment, most of
them demonstrated a good comprehension of
professional email writing. They were also able to
justify how their rewritten emails were appropriate for
the audience and purpose in terms of language, content,
structure and tone. The email writing Active Learning
activities and assignment provided students with
practical experience in writing effective workplace
emails. Through this hands-on experience, students
also realised that good interpersonal skills are even
more critical for written communication. In sum,
students can directly transfer the skills acquired to their
student internship.

Analysing authentic emails

Students were provided with five authentic samples
of impolite and poorly written work emails and
challenged to rewrite them. This was to be done,
keeping in mind the key message to be conveyed, the
intended audience, purpose and understanding which
strategy would be most appropriate.
-

Gallery Walk

The re-written emails on A0 size paper were
displayed on the classroom walls, and the students
worked in groups to compare and contrast the authentic
emails with the re-written ones.
-

Workplace Report Writing
When contrasted to the old curriculum, which
focused on prescribed and generic workplace reports,
the new curriculum stretched students intellectually.

Use of Classroom Response Systems

Student Response Systems also called Classroom
Response Systems have been found to enhance student
learning objectives when used effectively.
In
particular, researchers find that the use of response
systems increases student motivation and engagement,
provides immediate feedback to students about the
shortcomings of their knowledge and helps them selfassess where they need to progress. Such systems also
assist students to consolidate new knowledge, manage
errors, enhance communication and social skills, foster
an active learning class, and provide instructors with a
quick method of formative assessment (Beatty, 2004).
-

Email Writing Assignment

-

Visual Stimulus & Reflective Thinking

You Tube videos of various real-life incidents were
shown to the students. Thereafter, they were tasked to
identify possible workplace reports as well as explain
their respective structure.
Subsequently, students
grouped these workplace reports in two categories –
factual and persuasive.
-

Leading questions

Using leading questions, students were directed to
analyse customised samples of factual and persuasive
reports written during internship. Leading questions
were posed to enable students to identify the
distinguishing features of factual and persuasive
reports in terms of content, structure, purpose and
language features.

Use of Padlets

Given the numerous advantages of Classroom
Response Systems, Padlets were used by the
facilitators for collaborative learning. Padlet is an
online virtual “bulletin” board, where students and
teachers can collaborate, reflect, share links and
pictures, in a secure location (Putnam, 2014). Students
were instructed to analyse the rewritten emails, keeping
in mind the M.A.P.S. provided and answer relevant
analytical questions on Padlets. Thereafter, each
group’s peer analyses were viewed real-time and
discussions were held on the effectiveness of the
rewritten emails.

-

Educational Games and Socrative

To further engage students, Socrative, a Smart
Student Response System was used in the classroom
(Reid, 2014). Through the use of a real-time
questioning (MCQ) game on factual and persuasive
reports, instant results were aggregated and visualized.
The facilitators were able to better gauge the current
level of understanding of factual and persuasive reports
of the whole class. Socrative also enabled monitoring
of individual student performance and provided
immediate data to aid both the students and facilitators
to customize learning. This was done by highlighting
strengths and areas for improvement on the topic. As

Besides enhancing student engagement, this Active
Learning activity showed students the immediate
relevance and importance of writing professional
emails at work. Moreover, the facilitator could
immediately assess the students’ comprehension of

4
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(Beatty et al.,2004) explains, students recognise the
system’s value for engaging them in the course
material. Students also concede that listening to other
students’ reasoning helps to illuminate their own
thinking. They also like class-wide histograms: they
like the reassurance that they are part of a “community
of learners” all grappling with the same ideas.

Quantitative Feedback from Students

Workplace Report Writing Assessment

759 students out of 1392 students provided
feedback on the new curriculum. The quantitative data
is presented in the tables below. The quantitative
feedback for the new curriculum, Active Learning
activities and mode of assessment was very positive.
For the introductory topic, Transitioning to the
Workplace, 97.9% agreed that the activities taught
them how to use the right mode of communication at
the workplace. 97.4% were aware of the importance of
M.A.P.S. in workplace communication.

The former curriculum used a prescriptive
approach, which required students to memorise a
specific format and write a standard workplace report
using the details given in a scenario. Unlike this
approach, the new curriculum required students to
analyse specific
factual and persuasive reports
commonly written during their student internship.
Besides promoting higher-order thinking skills, the
intention was to adequately prepare students to write
different workplace reports expected of them during
their internship. It was also to enable them to transfer
the skills acquired in the classroom to the workplace.

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Group Communication - Meeting Skills
The existing curriculum used several Active
Learning strategies to engage students in the learning
process for this topic. These were retained; however,
more Active Learning activities were added to engage
students cognitively, discover and construct knowledge
about meetings.
-

Right M.A.P.S
Mode

Next for IPIC, 91.5% of the respondents found the
classroom activities for IPIC engaging. On the other
hand, 95.6% agreed that the group project helped them
to identify miscommunication/conflict in a given
situation. 93.4% felt that the role plays for the
assessment were realistic and 95.9% used thir IPIC
knowledge to produce the group video. Moreover,
95.9% indicated that the Oral Reflection helped them
to think of how to apply effective IPIC skills to their
internship.

Customised Scenarios & Meeting Demonstrations

Besides practice meetings in small groups, students
were asked to do demonstration meetings using
customised problem scenarios they could relate to.
-

Video Recording, Self-evaluation & Peer Feedback
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80
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0

The demonstration meetings were video-recorded
and played back to the class for analysis. Students
were given the autonomy to pause the video at any
time to self-evaluate their performance. They were also
urged to highlight the strengths and areas for
improvement for each member in the demonstration
meeting. There was substantial peer feedback with the
facilitator guiding and controlling the feedback process
skilfully.
-

Disagree &
Strongly
Disagree

Figure 1: Transitioning to the Workplace

Experiential Activities

Through experiential activities, students uncovered
meeting essentials and reflected on the importance of
effective interpersonal skills and teamwork in group
communication situations.
-

Strongly Agree
& Agree

Strongly Agree
& Agree
Disagree &
Strongly
Disagree

Figure 2: IPIC Skills

Meeting Skills Test

The quantitative feedback for Emails and
Workplace Report Writing was equally encouraging
and positive. 95.5% of the students found the email

The Meeting Skills Test was designed to be similar
to the demonstration meetings.

5
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Overall, these Active Learning strategies and test
cultivated collaborative and cooperative learning skills.
Moreover, they clearly engaged the students and
equipped them with the required skills to manage
various group communicative situations at the
workplace.
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examples provided in the course book realistic and
96.7% indicated that they now know how to use the
correct language and tone when writing a formal email.
Furthermore, 95% agreed that the mode of assessment
for emails was helpful in reinforcing the Politeness
Principles when writing. For Workplace Report
Writing, 91.3% of the respondents found the Active
Learning activities engaging and 97.4% were now
aware of different types of reports written in the
workplace.
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Qualititative Feedback from Facilitators
All the facilitators agreed that it was easy to
faciltitate the Active Learning activities for the various
topics.
They also observed marked student
engagement in the learning activities. Although, the
facilitators were initially apprehensive to give learners
more autonomy, it was shared that the quality of
learning and work produced by the students were of
high standard. Overall, all the facilitators agreed that
they enjoyed teaching the new curriculum for
Organisational Communication.
Conclusion

Strongly Agree
& Agree

To conclude, the Constructivist framework and
Active Learning approach incorporated in the new
curriculum produced notable results. Based on the
feedback from the students and facilitators, students
were given many opportunities to acquire higher-order
thinking skills, develop greater self-confidence,
construct new knowledge by tapping on prior
experience, engage in authentic tasks, connect with real
world experiences and reflect on the meaning and
purpose of their learning. Students also demonstrated
greater preparedness to manage the diverse
communication challenges during their internship (both
spoken and written).

Disagree &
Strongly
Disagree

Figure 3: Emails & Workplace Report Writing
For Meeting Skillls, 97% agreed that they now
know the correct meeting procedures that can improve
the effectiveness of a meeting. 95.8% of the students
felt that the demonstration meetings were helpful in
reinforcing the correct procedures to be followed in a
formal meeting. With regards to the Meeting Skills
Test, 95.9% agreed that it gave them an opportunity to
learn about their strengths and weaknesses as a meeting
participant, secretary or chairperson.
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DEVELOPING A PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYER WITH PARENTAL CONTROL
CAPABILITIES AS STUDENT FINAL YEAR PROJECTS*
David Leong
Republic Polytechnic/School of Infocomm, Singapore
david_leong@rp.edu.sg
Abstract *

programmes have limited ability in allowing users
to adjust the filtering levels, or generating
seamless cutting results.
Motivated by the above observations, students
from the Republic Polytechnic School of
Infocomm (SOI) had developed a novel media
player to facilitate home users to suppress content,
rate and classify digital media. The software
permits its user to select various degrees of
content suppression according to the user’s level
of acumen and discretion. Based on the properties
of the sub-file objects pre-set by the user, the
software will make use of its dynamic sub-file
filter to examine the data set at the sub-file level
for scrutiny before the substantiated content is
consented for screening.
This paper discusses on how SOI students has
adopted open source tools to bring FYP
commensurable to the way projects are developed
in the software industry.

Final Year Project (FYP) is an integral part of
Polytechnic education, and an important one. It is
the time that student work on a significant
assignment in term of size and difficulties, and it is
also the platform to equip them with practical
skills to work on future projects in the industry.
The key objective of having FYP in our teaching
curriculum is to expose students to the challenges,
realities and considerations while working on an
Information Technology (IT) project within the
industry. We seek to equip our students with the
intellect, and practical skills needed to solve real
world problems by engaging them in realistic
FYPs with tangible requirements.
Due to the rapid development in IT, one of the
real world problems that parents faced today is
the unprecedented access to digital media by
children and adolescents. Given the double-edged
sword digital media has become, parents, teachers
and policymakers have concerns about the
negative impact that digital media exerts on
children and adolescents. This leads to a growing
need for digital media content regulation and
censorship. However, current suppression of
content in Singapore is mild and insufficient. Only
a small number of films or TV shows that have
explicit sensitive or offensive content were
censored. A vast amount of inappropriate media
content is still accessible to children and
adolescents. Parents are encouraged by the MCI
(Ministry of Communications and Information) to
guide their children on digital media consumption.
Some companies have developed computer
programmes that cleanse movies containing
offensive scenes. However, existing computer

Keywords: final year project, software development,
digital media, parental control, content suppression.
Introduction

*

This work was supported by the Ministry of
Education, Singapore under grant MOE2011-TIF-1G-019.
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A comprehensive system of film classifications
and ratings, adult-interest magazines, broadcast
programmes, and consumer advisories allow the
Media Development Authority (MDA) in Singapore
to provide consumers with diverse choices while
guiding and enabling consumers to make choices for
themselves and for their children. The Censorship
Review Committee (CRC) was formed in 1991 as an
advisory panel to review and update censorship
objectives and principles to meet the long-term
interests of our society. In 2010, the CRC issued its
report with the recommendation that Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) be mandated to offer optional
Internet filters in order to give parents more control
and responsibility over what their children can access
online. In response to the CRC 2010 report, the MCI
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had agreed with their recommendations on the
fundamental principles guiding content regulation.
More choices are also provided through a contextual
and flexible approach that MDA takes in regulating
media content.
Censorship is, in fact, rarely applied to films
nowadays. If needed, MDA will only apply it to more
sensitive or offensive content, as reported by Corrie
Tan (2014). Hence, more explicit scenes of nudity are
allowed if they are relevant to the theme and storyline
of the film. Over the last three years, only a very
small number of films and arts events have been
disallowed. Out of 2,351 films classified during the
period, only nine films (0.4%) were forbidden. Thus,
a wide variety of diverse choices has been made
available to Singapore consumers. This means even
primary school children could watch any film, even
though some parents may object to violence and
sexual themes. PG-rated films will become milder
and more innocuous. So long as warnings are
prominently displayed, R21 films may also be
permitted on cable and Internet TV.
Retorting to the CRC 2010 report, MCI had
advised parents that they must take responsibility for
protecting and guiding their children, and
government shall provide parents with tools to enable
them to exercise control over their children’s media
consumption. The industry that comprises the film
makers, arts groups, broadcasters, publishers, content
providers and ISPs must prepare to exercise greater
responsibility and sensitivity. Unfortunately as the
nation increasingly moves towards co-regulation,
current technology such as Internet filter and parental
lock systems have limited capabilities to effectively
block contents that may be harmful to their children’s
learning and development.
The aim of the FYP is to provide home users
with a technology that permits them to select various
degrees of content suppression according to their
level of acumens and discretions. The software is
capable of liberalising the content suppression of
digital media by allowing Internet service providers,
digital content providers, and home users the
empowerment to censor, rate and classifies digital
media. By making use of the predefined content
suppression pre-set earlier, the media player with
built-in parental control capabilities allows viewers to
access digital content directly from the repository
stored in computer hard disk drives, set-top box, Bluray/DVD drives, CD-ROM or Internet television.
When the media player in the computer plays a
digital movie, the media player is capable of muting
potentially objectionable words, skips over scenes or
masks out images that might be offensive. The
software is also capable of preserving different

categories of media classification from an unimpeded
multimedia file.
Media Player with Different Video Classification
The overview of the software architecture is
shown in Figure 1. To retrieve a content suppressed
digital file from the original media file, the software
consists of four steps. First, the team invited the user
to watch the original digital media file, and asked
him/her to seek the objectionable scenes. The user
could pause the video and mark out the expurgated
data according to the time codes in the original media
file. The software then fragments the original media
file into smaller sub-file objects with equivalent size
which was pre-defined by the user. After that, the
Dynamic Sub-file Filter (DSF) would automatically
associate the sub-file objects to their respective
expurgated data marked in the first step. It would also
edit the metadata information of these objects, such
as the viewership permission and security attributes
defined by the user. To store these metadata, the team
leveraged the lightweight SQL database. Finally the
censored file would be played back to user.

Figure 1: Overview of the system architecture
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The FYP teams had adopted the user-selectable
obscuration framework documented by Guo et al
(2013). In order to allow parents to block scenes in
the multimedia file that were deemed unsuitable for
their children’s viewing, they have integrated the
parental controls functionality into the GUI of the
media player. Content and service providers could
also make use of the software to edit, censor and rate
their digital videos before it is released to the public.
Besides being capable of playing back most of the
popular digital media formats, the software
empowers the user to skip a potentially offensive
scene by specifying its start and end times, mute or
overlay "beep" to objectionable audio words, and blur
out the unsavory objects in the scenes.
The media player is also capable of categorizing
multiple marked out regions for different ratings. It
would retrieve different classifications of digital
content to different groups of viewer. For example,
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when a 17 years old teenager tries to play a R21
multimedia file, the software would verify the
permission and security attributes of the sub-file
objects against the teenager’s user identifier and
authorization level before consigning those respective
sub-file objects designated as NC-16 to him (see
Figure 4). With the software, the user could create
and manage different categories of media
classification. Based on the properties of the media
previously established by the user, the media player
is capable of retrieving full, partial or censored digital
media to the user.
The details of the grain size of the sub-file
object, DSF (including object-based metadata
reference, file-to-object mapping mechanisms and
sub-file object reconstitution and verification
algorithm) will be discussed in the following
sections.

for different classification profiles. Each sub-file may
be in a different group depending upon the
censorship classification.

Figure 2: Digital content with no classification

The Granularity of the Sub-file Objects

Figure 3: Digital content with sub-file objects been
omitted by parents (PG classification)

Before DSF examined the data set, the original
media file was sliced into smaller segments with
equivalent size. Upon the file fragmentation process,
these sub-file objects would be stored in the local
storage. They may also be stored across multiple
storage devices to reduce redundancy. The grain size
of these sub-file objects was pre-configured on perfile basis by user. It could be tremendously large or
tiny. According to a separated study by a FYP team,
when the size of the sub-file object increased, the
processing time of assembling multimedia file would
decrease. However, for the larger grain size of these
sub-file objects, the more video frames would get cut
off during video playback, viewers may experience
discontinuing scenes. In contrast, if the size of the
sub-file objects is very small, the processing time for
the CPU to assemble the multimedia content would
increase. But the audio and video playback would be
much smoother. Such a fine-grained object size is
adequate to mask out viewable details of any
obscenity in the movie. By considering the efficiency
of the process in the testing, the team set a proximate
size of sub-file video objects to 128Kbytes or
256Kbytes, and the audio objects to 4Kbytes. In
addition, during the file fragmentation process, each
sub-file is prudently extricated and managed by a
separate metadata with unique attributes. Each subfile object could embrace discrete attributes that
exhibited dissimilar behaviour at different operating
condition. In the testing, the metadata information of
the sub-files was managed by a lightweight SQL
database.
A segment grouping was done for each
classification profile. This information was stored as
metadata in the database. Grouping is often different

Figure 4: Digital content that unveiled only NC-16
classification
Dynamic Sub-file Filter
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The DSF is designed and developed to examine
the media file at the sub-file level after the file
fragmentation process. After the sub-file objects are
generated, the expurgated data marked according to
the time codes in each film by the authority or user in
step one was mapped to its respective sub-file
objects. Then the software updates its metadata
reference. The media player would need a manifest
file which indexed all the multimedia files stored in
the audio-video repository.
The repository can be any logical volume created
by the system administrator. Once the credential was
established, the media player would sift the manifest
file to validate the existence of the specified
multimedia file. If it returns a hit, it would then
access the metadata reference to lookout for the list
of qualified sub-file objects to be extracted from the
local data storage, based on the existing permission
and security information written on the attributes of
each sub-file object stowed in the metadata reference.
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Before the software retrieves and plays back the
censored file to viewer, all sub-file objects entreated
by the user must carry out the verification and
reconstitution process. These processes were handled
by the DSF, as illustrated in Figure 1. The project
team has premeditated a sub-file object reconstitution
and verification algorithm to optimize file
segmentation and the reconstruction of digital
contents in the DSF. Based on the parental control
settings user defined, the algorithm further generates
a censored media file to users without tampering the
original media file. If a viewer has the access rights
to the multimedia file, no sub-file objects should be
omitted (see Figure 2).
There were two cases to consider for sub-file
object reconstitution. Both were implemented by a
slightly modified version of divide and conquer
algorithm.
In the first case, when the sub-file size was set
before division. Given that a video file of size ‘N’ kb
and duration ‘T’ seconds has to be divided into subfiles every ‘t’ seconds, then the sub file size was
calculated by:

In the second method, sub-files were of varying
sizes and were created depending upon the section of
the video which has to be censored. Reconstruction
happens by stitching together the sub-files as before.
The advantage of this method is that it allowed for
greater precision; it also makes division and
reconstruction faster. For example, given a video file
of ‘T’ seconds having ‘N’ censored, then the number
of sub-files needed is reduced to:
Total sub-files = 2N + 1
This resulted in a lesser number of sub-files
created as compared to the previous method.
During the multimedia playback, the software
would process the read request to the specific
multimedia file initiated by the user using a particular
set of predefined rules and specifications. The
software would authenticate the identity of the user
and examine his/her credentials before retrieving the
censored file to the user.
If a specific video has identical censorship
classification that applies to a group of audiences, its
metadata reference is portable and can be
downloaded from any online file sharing services to
different machines for viewership. This flexibility
permits various Parent Support Groups (PSGs) to
share content suppression information of popular
movies online.

Sub-file size = (t/T) * N kb.
Conversely, given a sub-file size of ‘S’ kb, the
time spanned by each sub-file was given by:
t = (S / N) * T seconds.

Transforming
Deliverable

Once the sub-file size was known, the video file
was divided into ‘n’ parts given by:

Software

Design

to

Product

where ‘N’ refers to the total file size and ‘S’
referred as the size of one sub-file. Chunks of size ‘S
‘kb were read and stored in memory for further
processing.
This method greatly improved the speed of
reconstituting a video file because individual subfiles have to be ‘added’ to each other to obtain a
reconstructed video.
For example, assume a video file was divided
into 10 sub-files from A1 to A10. Say, we want to
censor the times represented by sub-files A7 and A8.
The team could obtain the censored file by:
Reconstituted file = A1 + A2 + A3 + A4 + A5 + A6
+A9 + A10
This method made it very convenient to create
censored videos from sub-files since all that is
needed to reconstruct a file was to append the subfiles to each other sequentially.
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The development process of the FYP was divided
into 2 main building blocks called ‘modules’. Due to
the huge amount of software development work
needed to be accomplished in the portable media
player, each module has to be developed separately
by different teams of FYP students in consecutive
semesters.
 The media player was developed by students
using Python 2.7.3. The Graphical User
Interface (GUI) was implemented by
wxPython 2.8.12.1. The GUI integrated with
the MPlayer via the tool of MplayerCtrl
0.3.3. The project team further explored the
FFMPEG library to extract digital media
metadata and enable cross format
conversion. The software is capable of
playback across multiple digital media
formats, such as MP4, AVI, WMV, MOV,
FLV, Real, MKV, MP3 and CD/DVD/Bluray. FFMPEG is also used for frame
extraction for object tracking and video
masking purpose, and frame interpolation
for video smoothening which was to

n = N / S,
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ameliorate the video discontinuity. For
relational database management, the team
had leveraged on Sqlite3 2.6.0.
 The functionalities of video segmentation
and selective retrieval were developed by
our students using Python programming
language. The key purpose of these
functions is to empower the user to skip a
potentially offensive scene by specifying its
start and end times, mute or overlay "beep"
to objectionable audio words, and blur out
the unsavory objects in the scenes. These
tasks were accomplished by the DSF
discussed earlier. After the duration of play
time where scenes were omitted during the
playback marked out by user, the software
would map the marked out duration to the
respective sub-file objects and edit the
permission and security attributes associated
with these objects. The next time when the
viewer plays back the multimedia file, the
software would verify these attributes in the
sub-file objects for consent before
consigning them to the viewer.
Under careful supervision, 3 teams of FYP
students in each semester would contend each other
to complete their assigned project as best as they
could. For traceability and project grading purpose,
our students manage their project development works
using our in-house project module system.
As the overall process of students’ work carried a
much higher weightage than the quality of the
deliverable in supervisor’s assessment, we have to
assure that our students were able to conform to the
use of the conventional Waterfall model. Students
would inertly learn this Software Development Life
Cycle (SDLC) process of requirements gathering,
analysis, designing, coding and testing phases
through practicum.

By engaging the students in FYPs, supervisors
seek to provide them with the intellectual and
practical skills needed to solve realistic problems. We
are certain that through FYPs, our students will not
only enrich themselves from the learning experience,
but can also contribute something significant and
relevant to the society at the same time.
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FYP is a crucial part of polytechnic education in
Singapore. This is the period where students work on
significantly large projects, and therefore it is also an
opportunity to learn project management and
software development. The development of the
parental control media player was carried out over a
period of 4 academic semesters by 8 different teams
of final year students, with close guidance by the
lecturers from SOI. The final deliverable is capable
of playing back digital media via audio and video
files that has been censored by user using the
dynamic sub-file filtering algorithm. It is also
portable and it supports all sub-file objects cached in
the video streaming server.
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Introduction

Recently, systematic efforts to improve the
English education at National Institutes of
Technology (Kosens) in Japan have been undertaken.
The implementation of standardized proficiency
testing with a writing component (the GTEC), and
the development of the Model Core Curriculum, can
be cited as examples of this effort.
With regard to writing ability, many Institutes of
Technology have expressed a desire for students to
be able to do basic research writing and business
communications (related to technology) in English.
However, any effort to teach these in courses is
hampered by two basic problems. The first is a lack
of basic writing instruction to give students a
foundation in composing skills, and second is the
large number of students in classes, which makes it
challenging to have students turn in significant
numbers of reports that need to be graded by the
teachers.
The implementation of the GTEC largely solves the
first problem. This paper first explains why this is so.
Next, it takes up the second problem of teaching
research and business communications writing to
large classes in the upper grades. The methods
devised to do this at one National Institute of
Technology are explained. A modified “process
writing” approach is used, in which students write
up to eight business emails in their 3rd year and up to
eight Research Reports in their 4th year. With
guidance as to organization and content, students
write a first draft. Next they self-edit it, sometimes
with feedback from peers or the teacher, and write a
second draft. Individual writing conferences with
teachers are brief or not included, as a trade off with
the large numbers of students in each class. Grading
is simplified so that large numbers of reports or
emails can be scored relatively quickly. However, the
crucial element of doing the task repeatedly is
preserved, and thus students can “learn by doing”.

The teaching of writing in English programs at
National Institutes of Technology has not had, until
recently, any particular impetus for systematic
implementation and development. This will change with
the introduction of the GTEC, a standardized English
proficiency testing program with a writing component.
Kosens that use the GTEC will have a strong incentive
to improve the basic writing abilities of their students so
that they score higher on the test. The average scores of
Kosens that have writing instruction will be higher than
those that do not. Moreover, and this is not a trivial
point, students who write more not only become better
writers in English, but their overall all English ability
increases because of the extensive practice (or output)
that writing requires.
The writing component of the GTEC requires lower
level students to compose short essays about topics that
are familiar to them, such as “something you want to
try, or think that you should try”, and higher level
students to write about more academic topics, including
social problems or intercultural issues. To succeed in
these tasks, students must have an idea what an
appropriate essay looks like, and what is required in it.
They must also have confidence that they have to skills
to write a good essay. That is to say, they know how to
introduce the topic, how to proceed through an
explanation of the topic, how to use examples to enrich
their explanation, how to organize the essay logically,
and how to conclude effectively. It is important to point
out here that these involve cognitive skills, in addition to
grammar knowledge. Grammar instruction is important
and necessary, but alone does not provide sufficient
basis to develop composing ability. A brief explanation
of this point will follow.
Starting in the 1970s, researchers began to inquire
about the differences between experienced writers and
inexperienced writers, in an effort to find ways to
improve the writing abilities of college undergraduates.
One result of this work was an important paper by
Flower (1979) which explained rather conclusively the
differences between experienced writers, who are able
to produce effective texts, and inexperienced writers,
who are not able to do this.

Keywords: English education, writing, research
reports, business communications, process writing,
genre
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Some of the striking differences are that experienced
writers can plan their writing in advance, revise often to
make their writing clearer, and are able to adopt the
perspective of the reader in organizing the text.
Inexperienced writers, on the other hand, have difficulty
planning their writing, revise infrequently, and have
difficulty adopting a reader’s perspective. As a result,
their writing tends to be poorly organized, lacking in
explanation of important points, and unable to deliver a
clear portrayal of the topic to the reader.
With this understanding of the plight of the
inexperienced student writer, researchers proposed
teaching methods that would help students compose
more effectively. They proposed ways for students to
think about the topics, such as brainstorming, and ways
of writing more regularly, such as journals. They
encouraged teachers to have students write drafts, which
they would improve based upon the comments of the
teacher, and they encouraged teachers to help students
learn how to edit their own writing and to offer
suggestions to others for improvement.
This approach became known as the “process
approach to teaching writing”, or simply “process
writing”. A good overview of the development of this
approach and other important approaches can be found
in Raimes (1991). Researchers also argued that the same
basic principles of the process approach could be
applied for the teaching of second language writing in
either an ESL (English as a Second Language) setting,
or in an EFL (English as a Foreign Language) setting,
such as in Japan. When writing in English students not
only practice the English structures that they have
learned, they can also more quickly identify the
vocabulary and grammar tools that they need to explain
their ideas and express their feelings.
The process approach was not the only important
new approach to be developed. The “genre orientation”
(Hyland 2003), among others, provides an intensive
understanding of the social context in which writing is
used. That is, who the audience is, what the expectations
are regarding form and content, what typical rhetorical
patterns are used, and so on. A truly modern approach to
teaching second language writing thus involves a
synthetic approach that utilizes elements from different
approaches in order to achieve the learning outcomes
specified in the curriculum, taking the needs of the local
context into consideration (Hyland, 2003). This is
particularly true for the Kosen context, where English
proficiency levels are generally low (approximately
TOEIC 320), and where students are constrained in their
writing by their knowledge of English vocabulary and
grammar, in addition to being inexperienced writers.
Assuming a basic writing course will be put in place
for the lower grades in Kosen English programs, it will
be much easier to provide students with instruction in
research and business communications writing in the
upper grades. This leads to the main purpose of this
paper, which is how to teach these types of writing to
large classes in the upper grade levels. The method
described below uses a modified process approach in a
framework that requires students to write a lot. Here
‘modified’ means that students are instructed in the

genres they will work in, and they write only two drafts
of their paper. The teacher provides a limited amount of
feedback to students on their first draft by circulating in
the classroom and helping students. This latter point is
regrettable, as feedback is a key feature of the learning
process, but it is a reasonable trade off in order to
preserve the repeated practice necessary to build up
students’ skills and knowledge.
As an aside, the methods described below have been
implemented into a curriculum without the benefit of a
basic composition course in the lower grade levels. This
may have resulted in providing too much guidance to
make up for the challenges in teaching low English
proficiency, inexperienced writers. In any case, it is up
the program designers and teachers to decide the
appropriate amount of guidance versus challenge when
devising the learning activities and assignments.
Materials, Methods and Pedagogy: Business Email
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Students at the National Institute of Technology,
Tsuyama College begin their English studies using
primarily Education Ministry approved textbooks.
However, starting in their 3rd year they use a textbook
titled Technical English: intermediate to advanced level
(2011), along with TOEIC books. In the Technical
English book, they read and compose business
communication emails and research reports. This
textbook was jointly authored by Engineering and
General Studies faculty at Tsuyama College, with the
goal of exposing students to the type of English texts
they will encounter in the worlds of research and
business. The book does not focus on technical English
per se, but is broader and more general. Its primary
purpose is to introduce students to basic business
communications (Part I) and research reading and
writing (Part II).
This paper will proceed by first explaining a sample
reading and writing assignment from Part I of the
textbook, and discussing the teaching methods and
desired outcomes. In Unit 5, students read an email
about a company hoping to find a joint venture
manufacturing partner. They first study the vocabulary,
which includes words such as planning, committee, joint
venture, efficient, competition, strategic, state of the art,
and negotiate. Learning and understanding these words
is important for understanding the text, and especially
for writing the email at the end of the unit. An excerpt
of the reading is shown in Figure 1.
Significant time is spent learning these words and
basic concepts. The vocabulary, including meaning and
spelling, is practiced using reading aloud, dictation and
quizzes. This also includes studying parts of speech
(compete-competition, strategy-strategic, etc.) as well as
common collocations (compete with, strategy for, etc.).
Additionally one or two specific language items are
studied in each unit. In this unit, students study the use
of “parallel verb structures”, as in the first sentence of
the first and last paragraphs in Figure 1. From a
conceptual point of view, students must also learn what
joint ventures are in the real world. The instructor
provides simple examples of companies in Japan that
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engage in joint ventures in order to help students
understand why companies would want to engage in a
joint venture.
Strategic Planning Committee
Hugh Matheson, Director of Operations
Search for Joint Venture partner company
July 20, 20__

As you know we are planning to design, manufacture,
and sell an all new business jet, the Galaxy Hawk I.
The market for business jets is highly competitive.
However, we have new design technology... But we are
still too small to build the aircraft by ourselves. So we
must find a partner company with advanced
manufacturing expertise and propose a joint venture.
I have selected two companies that could be good
partners. They are: Yokohama Precision Technologies
(YPT) and…
YPT designs and manufactures a broad range of heavy
machinery, ... It is headquartered in Yokohama, Japan,
has annual sales of $11 billion, and has 23,500
employees. Most importantly for us, YPT manufactures
wings for passenger jets. This is state of the art
composite material manufacturing...

American
Companies

▸ Ford Motor Company
▸ General Motors Company
▸ Chrysler Group LLC

European
Companies

▸ Bayerische Motoren Werke AG
(BMW)
▸ Volkswagen AG
▸ PSA Peugeot Citroën (Peugeot S.A.)
▸ etc.

Figure 2. Excerpt from Technical English (2011), p. 32.
Reprinted with permission.
First the instructor queries the students as to the
purpose of the email, and to whom it is addressed. Next
he or she queries the students as to the organization of
the email, that is, the statement of purpose and the
explanatory paragraphs. Some students, based on their
work in the first four units, will likely suggest an
introduction, separate paragraphs for each of the
selected companies, and a final paragraph for
concluding remarks. The instructor has students choose
their two companies, and for homework, to do the basic
research, print the information, and bring it to the next
class.
In some cases, the skeletal information based on the
teacher’s queries mentioned above may be enough for
students to get started on the email. In the case of the
author’s classes, which comprised up to four classes of
about 40 students in each class, it was not sufficient, and
more detailed guidance was necessary because of the
mixed English and motivation levels of the students.
Some students could handle the assignment without the
guidance, others would struggle without it. Therefore, in
the next class, the guidance regarding organization and
content shown in Figure 3 was provided by projector.
Students begin their first draft in class, writing
directly in the textbook. This allows the instructor to
circulate in the classroom, helping students and
answering questions. Students tend to work diligently
on the email. It is worth mentioning at this point that the
email, along with quizzes, is worth 50% of the students’
course grade. Therefore, students have good reason to
take the assignment seriously. Moreover, many students
see this as work worth doing, that will help improve
their command of English. Students type the second
draft for homework, endeavouring to lengthen the
explanation, utilize the expressions learned in classes,
and, of course, spell check the document.

Figure 1. Excerpt from Technical English (2011), p. 29.
Reprinted with permission from the publisher.
It should be noted that this study of joint ventures
can be made very interesting and motivating for
students. Kosen students, and engineering students in
general, are devoted users of machinery like smart
phones and motorcycles. They know the companies that
make these products, and have developed feelings of
loyalty to certain companies. But the larger picture of
how companies operate in the business world is a step
up for most of these students. Teachers are thus tasked
with giving concrete examples to help students learn
these concepts at a basic level (Given the status of
English as an international language for business and
technology, this type of knowledge is important for
English teachers to be able to use for materials design.)
The critical information in the email is the purpose
(the “search for a joint venture partner company”) and
the specific company information (for YPT), which
includes products, headquarters, sales, employees, and
expertise. Students also learn these words and concepts,
and then are tasked with writing an email in which they
select two companies to recommend for a joint venture.
The context changes from airplanes to automobiles, and
the students read the assignment guidelines shown in
Figure 2.
Once students understand the situation, they must
select two companies and find the basic information for
each company (products, headquarters, sales, and
employees). This can be easily accomplished by
consulting Wikipedia, among other websites. A little
more challenging is finding a particular area of expertise
for each company. Once armed with this information,
however, the email is relatively easy to write.
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TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

The Situation
You work for a Japanese car company that is developing
a new all electric “Green Car”. In order to reduce risk
and gain expertise, your boss wants to form a joint
venture with foreign car company.
Your boss tells you to research one American company
and one European company. Choose two of the
companies below. Next, research the companies on the
internet. Then write your email report on the companies
to the “Vice President for Joint Ventures”.
 あなたは新しい電動の「グリーンカー」を開発してい
る日本の自動車会社で働いています... 
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Materials,
Reports

_____________
_____________ (your name)
_____________
_____________

The first company is ____________________. I will
explain my research on this company. The headquarters
is in… This company makes… The annual sales are…
The strong points…
The second company is ____________________ . I will
explain my research…
Both of these companies…

Figure 3. Guidance for the Email.
Turning next to assessment, the emails are graded
mainly on content and explanation. Thus if students
have clearly stated the purpose, and then gone on to
explain the main points and the reasons that support
their positions, they will receive a good grade.
However, the formatting of the email, the use of the
target expressions, generally correct grammar, and
correct spelling also count towards the grade. Based on
these criteria, shown below in Figure 4, the teacher
assigns a grade, without writing comments on the paper,
or highlighting mistakes. While this lack of feedback is
regrettable, it is the only way a large number of papers
can be scored without placing undue burdens on
teachers. (In the author’s classes, typically the mistakes
in the first email are thoroughly pointed out, but after
this it is up to the student to consult the teacher if he or
she wishes to see the grammar mistakes before or after
submitting the email)

5.
6.

and

Pedagogy:

Research

A similar explanation will be given for the Research
Reports, which are done in the 4th year using Part II of
the Technical English textbook. Students again begin
with vocabulary study, and read a research report. The
reports are authentic, that is, written by engineering
professors using standard organization for profession
reports. However, they are simplified and reduced to
one page.
In the example in Figure 5, students read a report
titled “Drag force and car design”. By the time they get
to this unit, they are thoroughly familiar with the typical
INTRODUCTION - METHOD - RESULTS - CONCLUSION basic
organization (along with some variations, such as
CIRCUIT in place of METHOD). They learn about the
function of the Abstract, about the importance of
quoting and citing references. They know about, and
practice, ways to point the reader to figures and charts
and how to explain these in the text of the report.

As you know, we are developing an all new electric
“Green Car”. We need to find a good _________
__________ partner company to help us develop and…
In this email I will ...

1.
2.
3.
4.

Methods

Drag force and car design
Abstract
…Small car models were placed in a wind tunnel, and
the drag force was calculated…
1. Introduction
An object which is placed in a flow is subjected to a
drag force. In this experiment, we measure the drag of a
car body. Figure 1 shows…
2. Method
Figure 3 shows the apparatus that was used to…
3. Results
Table 1 shows the measurement results for one car body
shape, the Ferrari…
4. Conclusion
In this experiment we determined the drag acting on a
car body. By improving the…

The formatting of the email is correct.
The organization of the email is logical.
The main points are explained clearly.
The target expressions or structures are used
correctly.
The grammar is generally correct.
The spelling is correct.

Figure 5. Excerpt from Technical English (2011), p. 99.
Reprinted with permission.
Next they do the integrated skills exercise, shown in
Figure 6, in which they demonstrate their understanding
of the reading. The discussion of this activity,
something of a digression, has been included here to
underscore the connections between reading, writing,
and speaking in language learning. For the author’s
classes, time is needed for students to plan before they
begin the exercise with their partner. Regarding step 3,
students know that some people will be selected
randomly to stand up and speak, which adds some
useful tension to the activity and tends to motivate
students to take step 2 more seriously. Most
importantly, this activity gives students practice looking
for important points in a research report, and being able
to “see” the whole project in their head. This is an
essential skill for students to develop, so that they can

Figure 4. Criteria for grading of the Email.
Students are told that the main grading criterion is
their effort to explain the main points. To do this they
will have to take chances, and the more they try to
explain, the more grammar mistakes they are likely to
make. Therefore, grammar mistakes result in the loss of
some points, but if the main points are explained in
comprehensible English, and the overall organization is
logical, they will still receive a reasonably good grade.
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TO:
FROM:
RE:
DATE:
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use research papers written in English, even if they
cannot understand everything in the paper.

I. ___________________
Reducing drag is...
The purpose of this experiment is...
Figure 1 shows... The formula for...

1. Prepare a verbal summary of the study. Use the
following cues:
- The purpose of this ...
- The results showed...
- The method is to...
- The conclusion is...

2. ___________________

Fig. 1 Body of a
car traveling at...

Please see Fig. 2. It shows...
As you can see... Our research question is...

2. Practice with a partner.
3. Stand up and summarize the study for the class.
 I gave my summary confidently, with good English:

3. ___________________

Figure 6. Excerpt from Technical English (2011), p.
100. Reprinted with permission.

Table 1 shows...As you can see...
Why is this? ...

Having thoroughly studied the reading text, students
turn to writing their report for the unit, and think about
the brief guidance provided in the book and shown
below in Figure 7. (Students must download the data
tables and charts from the publisher’s homepage. These
are the figures and tables referred to in Figure 7.) Since
students write up to 8 reports, they become used to
downloading the data, formatting it on the page, and
explaining it in the sections of the report. What this
achieves, in effect, is a lot of practice for students. Thus
with a limited amount of class time, and in large classes,
students are able (or rather, required) to write several
reports.

4. ___________________
In this experiment we measured... We found that...

Figure 8. Excerpt of guidance for the Research Report.
Assessment is similar to the procedures for the
Email, following the criteria shown in Figure 9. Again,
the assessment is focused on content and explanation,
particularly with regard to explanation and
interpretation of the figures and tables.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Title: Pressure drag for different car types
INTRODUCTION:

Reducing drag is necessary for car design. Why?
See Figs. 1, 2.

Measure the drag coefficient for Honda Fit and
Lamborghini Countach.

5.
6.
7.

The formatting of the report is correct.
The organization of the report is logical.
The main points are explained clearly.
The figures are explained well in the text, and the
data is interpreted effectively.
The target expressions or structures are used
correctly.
The grammar is generally correct.
The spelling is correct.

Figure 9. Criteria for grading of the Report.

METHOD:

See Figs. 1, 2, 3. Explain them.

Results and Discussion

RESULTS:

See Tables 1, 2, 3. Explain and interpret the results.

Figure 7. Excerpt from Technical English (2011), p.
101. Reprinted with permission.
To begin the report, the instructor queries the
students about the purpose and structure of the report,
and then on how to explain and interpret the figures. In
the author’s classes, the guidance shown in Figure 8
(which is also included in the teacher’s manual for the
textbook) is used to help structure the queries to the
students. Students begin writing, and again the
instructor circulates, answering questions and checking
work. Students complete their reports outside of class
and submit them at the beginning of next class. Students
can help each other understand the assignment, but they
must write the report on their own. If a report is copied
from another student, both the writer and the copier are
strictly penalized.
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For both the Email and the Research Reports, all
students in the required 3rd and 4th year English classes
submit typed documents, with the Reports including
figures and tables. The quality of the student work is
varied, but most of the students’ work meets the
requirements discussed above in a generally satisfactory
manner.
When students have problems with formatting or
organization, these are usually remedied in the next
paper. More challenging is for students to write longer
explanations, and the most challenging is to develop a
confident writing voice in English. The basic goals for
the assignments, however, are met by most students.
That is to say, they know how to plan an Email and a
Research Report in English, they have cognitive and
linguistic strategies that they can employ in order to
write the paper, they are able to revise and improve the
document to some degree, and they have some
fundamental understanding about the genres.
Most of the papers contain grammatical errors, and
most display simple explanation patterns. This is to be

CONCLUSION:
 Restate the results and comment.
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expected with students at this English proficiency level.
Since the errors are not corrected during the grading,
this represents a missed learning opportunity. Similarly,
since places in the text that need to be expanded or
reorganized are not brought to the students’ attention
(unless individual students ask for this, which many do),
this represents another missed learning opportunity.
However, the students write often and receive the
support they need to develop their writing skills and
their vocabulary and grammar competency. In so far as
they achieve these goals, the materials and approaches
are successful.
Much effort has been put into finding a good balance
between having students write a lot (that is, to write 8
emails in one year, and 8 research reports the next) and
having their work being grammatically and formally
correct. Initially too much emphasis was placed on
writing a lot, and some students likely felt frustrated by
not having the linguistic tools needed to do the
assignments well. Therefore teachers were encouraged
to devise and teach students on basic grammar points
important for the writing, and the number of “finished
product” emails and reports was reduced.

Raimes, A. (1991). Out of the woods: emerging
traditions in the teaching of writing. TESOL Quarterly,
25, 407-430.
Technical English: intermediate to advanced level.
(2011). 技術英語：中級～上級レベル . Tokyo: Denki
Shoin. http://www.denkishoin.co.jp

Conclusions
This paper has discussed the methodology used to
teach basic business communications and research
writing at one National Institute of Technology in
Japan. A modified process approach is used that
emphasizes teaching students about the genres of
business email and research reports, provides instruction
regarding vocabulary and grammar used in those genres,
and, most importantly, requires students to write and
edit several two-draft Emails and Research Reports.
The author argues that this approach, which can be
characterized as a synthetic approach (Hyland 2003),
has proven effective in teaching basic research and
business communications writing to Kosen students in
large class settings. It would be even more effective
should a basic composition course, geared to the GTEC,
be introduced in the lower grades.
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Innovation in telecommunications,
Information technology and transportation has
dramatically changed our life style and promoted
globalization. Because of such backgrounds, the
Japanese government has established many special
programs to help Japanese students to become
transnational leaders. The Japanese government is
focusing on English education in Japan and English
became a compulsory course at elementary schools
to improve young people’s English skills. Kumamoto
College is no exception and all our students have to
take English lessons; Year-4 students have to take
Technical English I and some of Year-5 students can
take Technical English II which is subsequent of
Technical English I. One of our school ideas is to
educate students to become engineers who play an
important role for the world. Therefore it’s good for
our students to acquire/study technical knowledge
and skills on computer science, electric circuits and
so forth in English.

Introduction
Recently, the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology (MEXT) has tried to change
English education dramatically in order to respond to a
rapid globalization and MEXT announced the English
Education Reform Plan responding to the Rapid
Globalization on December 2013. According to the
report made by MEXT [the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology 2014], the
development of students’ English proficiency is crucial
for Japan's future.
It is obvious that English is one of the common
international languages and nowadays English is the
most important language to greatly expand opportunities
for students who will live in the global society. Based
on this idea, MEXT adopted An Action Plan to
Cultivate “Japanese with English Abilities” in 2003. To
speak of extremes, MEXT decided on a policy to
improve students' English proficiency and has
encouraged institutions to change English teaching style.
For example, they adopted the Top Global University
Project that is a funding project for universities in Japan.
This project aims to enhance the international
compatibility and competitiveness of university in Japan.

This paper presents the adopting of English
textbook in the teaching electric circuit I, a third
year technical course in Department of Control and
Information systems (CI) in Kumamoto College.
According to curriculum of CI dept., all year-1
students have to study Fundamental electric circuit
that covers Direct Current (DC) circuits and its
applications, and Fundamental electric circuit II
covering Alternating Current (AC) circuits is
compulsory to students to study. Therefore all of
third year students of CI dept. have fundamental
knowledge on electric circuits, and the knowledge
helps students to understand some circuit theorems
that are new to students even though explained in
English. Furthermore, in order to keep students’
motivation high, I adopted flipped teaching
approach to this class. Students can study the
content via learning video over and over again
before they attend a class and the videos promote
students’ understanding of electric circuit.

National Institute of Technology, of course, has
encouraged each college to enhance English education
for several years. In Kumamoto College, English
lecturers have also tried aggressively to foster students’
English abilities. They holds English vocabulary contest
several times in a year, English interview and so on.
Moreover, some lecturers of technical departments
deliver technical knowledge in English and others
adopted textbooks written in English. This paper reports
on introducing English textbooks for technical class in
Kumamoto College.
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I performed an analysis of effects and
problems of adopting English textbook with flipped
teaching approach based on the results of a
questionnaire and feedback from students.
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Target students and classes
In Kumamoto College, students belonging to
Department of Control and Information Systems
Engineering (CI) have to study direct current circuit in
the first year and alternative current circuit in the second
year. These two courses provide students with a solid
foundation of knowledge on electric circuits and
concepts, to prepare them for subsequent circuit-related
courses. In the third year, students have to learn
advanced electrical theory of circuit. These courses’
contents are closely linked to each other.
Because of poor English proficiency, it is easy to
imagine that JP students may not understand any
contents of classes if they don’t have prerequisite
knowledge when they use a textbook written in English
as learning material. From the viewpoint of students’
grasping knowledge, it seems to be better to introduce
English textbook to such technical classes that continue
for several years. Therefore I decided to adopt English
textbook as one of teaching materials for Year-3
students belonging to Dept. of CI. In order to help
students understand contents of the textbook, I chose the
one that contains lots of figures, diagrams, graphs and
equations. Also, practice problems and examples are
useful to enrich students’ understanding.

Figure 1 Example of teaching video
to solve the problems. At the end of the class, all
students need to submit the handout as a report of the
class.
CI Year-3 students follow this learning procedure
every week, and then they have midterm exams in June.
Questionnaire survey result and Feedback from
students
I conducted survey on the students’ study habits and
got feedback from 32 students. Each answer from
students is shown in each pie chart.

Methodology

Q1. What percentage of contents covered by class
did you study by reading textbooks written in English?

A new instructional strategy, flipped classroom
[KNEWTON], has been getting popular since 2000.
Recent rapid progress of computer and IT technology
brought great benefits to us and it enabled us to
implement flipped using tablet PC, Open Educational
Resources, and the Internet. In Japan, flipped classroom
is currently grabbing attention of educational
institutions, not only elementary schools and secondary
schools, but also universities, colleges and institutions
of technology [Katsusuke SHIGETA(2013)]. K.
SHIGETA reports advantages of flipped classroom and
implies flipped classroom is expected to improve
students’ outcomes. Prof. Hanawa in Yamanashi
University is a pioneer who introduced flipped
classroom to his university, and the university is now
publishing a video of his class through the Internet
[Yamanashi University].

Q2. What percentage of contents covered by class do
you usually study by reading textbooks written in
Japanese?

In my class, 15 mins long teaching video is uploaded
to the web server in advance. Content of the video is
technical topic of the week and students can watch the
video over and over again. Figure 1 shows an example
of the teaching video. As shown in Figure 1, I recorded
PowerPoint presentation only in order for students to be
able to concentrate on the teaching video.
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At the beginning of the class, each student receives a
sheet of handout. Some practical problems are printed
on the handout and students have to solve the problems
collaborating with other students by the class ends.
Therefore only students who watched the video can
participate in class otherwise he/she cannot discuss how
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Q3. How many hours did you study for preparation
of a class a week before introducing flipped classroom?

Q7. What was the most effective for you to
understand contents of class?

Q4. How many hours did you study for preparation
of a class a week after introducing flipped classroom?

Q8. What was the second effective for you to
understand contents of class?ng a class per week after
introducing flipped classroom?

Q5. How many hours did you study for reviewing a
class per week before introducing flipped classroom?

Q9.How much of contents of class did you
understand before introducing flipped classroom?

Q6. How many hours did you study for reviewing a
class per week after introducing flipped classroom?
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Q10.How much of contents of class did you
understand after introducing flipped classroom?
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Answers for Q9 and Q10 show that flipped
classroom enriched students’ understanding. Answer for
Q11 shows that all students agree to introduceing
flipped classroom and they found flipped teaching style
helps students to study deeply.

Q11.Do you agree to introduce flipped classroom?

Finally, Figure 2 shows exam score of mid-term
exams in 2014 and 2015. When the examination was
conducted in 2014, flipped classroom was not adopted
yet. Therefore we can see the effectiveness on exam
score of flipped classroom. As shown in this figure,
exam scores in 2015 is slightly higher than the one in
2014.
Conclusions
Some of comments from students are listed below.
l
l
l
l

As shown in questionnaire survey result and feedback
from students, flipped classroom enriched students’
learning effect and most of students prefer participating
in flipped classroom rather than traditional lecture. Also
the exam score distribution shows that All in all, even
though teaching materials were written in English, level
of students’ understanding was not degraded.

It was not easy to read English textbook, but
teaching video helped me to understand contents
of the textbook.
I could watch the video whenever I wanted to
study, so the video was very helpful.
This video gave me motivation to do preparation
for class every week.
It's better to improve recording quality.
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Difference between answers of Q1 and Q2 shows
that less than half of the students couldn't study 50% of
topics covered in class by reading textbook written in
English. This evidence implies that it was not easy for
the students to read English textbook, but they tried to
read the textbook hard because every student read at
least a few pages of the textbook though 3 out of the
students don’t read Japanese textbooks.
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Comparing answers for Q3 and Q4, it is obvious that
students studied longer after introducing flipped
classroom. Furthermore answers for Q5 and Q6 show
similar result that students’ study hours for reviewing
got longer by introducing flipped classroom.
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Abstract

for active learning or project-based learning without
additional cost of training.

Our college established a new program called
“System Design Education Program”, which is
managed by System Design Innovation Center to
provide an excellent opportunity to learn about
system thinking, design thinking and facilitation skill.
The education program consistently opens the Basic
Course from the fourth grade of the regular course
and the Expert Course from the first grade of the
advanced course. Study of Self-Development Subject
and Basic Seminar of Program Study are arranged
for the Basic Course, and Study of Debate Skill,
Special Seminar of Program Study I, II and
Engineering Design Exercise are arranged for the
Expert Course. For example, Study of SelfDevelopment Subject provides the chance to learn
logical thinking, management method of meeting
and planning. Engineering Design Exercise provides
the chance to learn communication skill, agreement
formation of working group, and psychology of
creative activity, since such basic social skills for
working with a variety of people are essential as well
as basic academic skills in these days. One principle
to manage the education program is “Regional
Cooperation of Education”. As an example of the
principle, a practice theme of planning for Study of
Self-Development
Subject
is
construction
management of a concrete building, which is
practically engaged by a regional constructor. At the
last class, regional constructors participated the
presentation session of planning and gave planners
some advice from a view of a customer. Another
principle to manage the education program is the
Japanese language “Hangaku Hankyou”, which is
advocated by Keio University Founder Yukichi
Fukuzawa. The Japanese meaning is a mutual
learning spirit regardless of the role of professor or
student in college. For instance, new professors of
our college participate in Engineering Design
Exercise as a member of students. They can learn
not only the basic social skills but also class design

Keywords: Innovative personnel, Sysem thinking,
Design thinking, Facilitation, Regional Cooperation,
Hangaku Hankyou
Introduction
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The rapid development of technology and
globalization embarrass engineers to face large-scale
and complicated problems. Also, shortening of product
life cycle compels engineers to find swiftly proper
solutions in upstream side of manufacturing. Such
change of the industrial structure yields a demand of
personnel to promote innovation. The innovative
personnel to lead the future can create something,
sympathize others, excel the pattern recognition, and
find the meaning in a matter (Pink, D.H., 2006).
Our college established a new education program
called System Design Education Program (SDEP) to
learn about system thinking, design thinking and
facilitation skill, which seem to be required as
innovative personnel. System thinking means paying
attention to connection during each element and
interaction related to behaviour of the whole of system.
Design thinking is a technique to develop products and
service for social themes and needs and to explain their
value as a story (Maeno, T., 2014). Facilitation skill is
one of leadership to activate organization and
participants with support of consensus building and
mutual understanding in meetings (Oishi, K., 2011).
Figure 1 shows the curriculum of SDEP established
from the fourth grade of the regular course to the second
grade of the advanced course. The education program
consistently opens the Basic Course from the fourth
grade of the regular course and the Expert Course from
the first grade of the advanced course. Study of SelfDevelopment Subject and Basic Seminar of Program
Study are arranged for the Basic Course, and Study of
Debate Skill, Special Seminar of Program Study I, II
and Engineering Design Exercise are arranged for the
Expert Course.
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Figure 2 Practice of consensus building
with engineering facilitation

Figure 1 Curriculum of System Design Education
Program in NIT, Nagaoka College
Table 1 Educational content in Engineering Design
Exercise

3

Content
Guidance, Dividing all students into each group,
Ice-break 1, Lecture and practice of meeting
method with engineering facilitation
Lecture and practice of consensus building with
engineering facilitation, Ice-break 2
Lecture and practice “What is planning?”

4

Explanation of design theme, Planning

5

Planning

6

Preparation for presentation of planning

7

Presentation of planning

8

Trial based PDCA cycle

1
2

9

Trial based PDCA cycle

10

Design review

11

Trial based PDCA cycle

12

Trial based PDCA cycle

13

Final examination and evaluation

14

Preparation for presentation of outcome

15

Presentation of outcome

(a)Presentation of planning

(b)Discussion with teachers
Figure 3 Presentation of planning

For example, Table 1 shows the educational content
in Engineering Design Exercise (Toyama, S., Tokoi, Y.,
and Iyama, T., 2014, Toyama, S., Miyakoshi, K., and
Tasaki, Y., 2015, Iyama, T., Toyama, S., and Tokoi, Y.,
2015). From Week 1 to Week 3, some lectures and
practices are prepared as shown in Figure 2. From Week
4, the students challenge planning for a design theme,
present their planning, and discuss with teachers as
shown in Figure 3. After the presentation of planning,
the students continue trial and error process based on
PDCA cycle from Week 8 to Week 14 as shown in
Figure 4. Finally, they present their outcome for the
design theme.

Figure 4 Trial based PDCA cycle

Figure 5 Presentation of outcome
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The new education program is steered by System
Design Innovation Center, whose staff consist of
various departments in our college. The principles of the
center are “Regional Cooperation of Education” and the
Japanese language “Hangaku Hankyou”. Based on those
principles, the center devise management of the
education program.
Regional cooperation of education
One principle to manage the education program is
“Regional Cooperation of Education”. Study of SelfDevelopment Subject, which has the educational
content shown in Table 2, is a representative example.
The students learn logical thinking and its basic tools,
such as pyramid structure, logic tree, frame type tool
and flow type tool, from Week 1 to Week 5, and learn
facilitation skills, such as ice-break, meeting method
and consensus building, from Week 6 to Week 8. After
that, they start planning of a design theme by utilizing
such thinking and skills.
The design theme is offered by regional companies.
For example, the design theme in 2014 was construction
management of a concrete building, which was
practically engaged by a regional constructor as shown
in Figure 6 and Figure 7. After placing concrete for such
concrete building, operators adequately should compact
it with a vibrator to avoid cold joint. However, it is
difficult for them to insert the vibrator to appropriate
height shown in Figure 8, since the distance between the
operators and the vibrator is several meters and the tip
of the vibrator is into the darkness. Therefore, the
students designed some systems to manage the height of
the vibration.
At the last class, regional constructors participated
the presentation session of planning and gave planners
some advice from a view of a customer as shown in
Figure 9.

(a) Overview of box culvert building site

(b) Model of box culvert
Figure 6 Box culvert building site in Nagaoka west to
east road

Figure 7 Placing and compaction of concrete

Table 2 Educational content in Study of SelfDevelopment
Content

1

Guidance, Logical thinking

2

Logical thinking

3

Logical thinking

4

Logical thinking

5

Logical thinking

6

Engineering facilitation

7

Engineering facilitation

8

Engineering facilitation

9

Planning for design theme

10

Planning for design theme

11

Planning for design theme

12

Planning for design theme

13

Planning for design theme

14

Presentation of planning

15

Report

Figure8 Appropriate height of vibrator to avoid cold
joint

Figure 9 Presentation of planning with regional
constructors
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Hangaku hankyou

Measurement and Control with Program～. The 57th
Japan Joint Automatic Control Conference, pp. 539-543.

Another principle to manage the education program
is the Japanese language “Hangaku Hankyou”, which is
advocated by Keio University Founder Yukichi
Fukuzawa. The Japanese meaning is a mutual learning
spirit regardless of the role of professor or student in
college. For instance, new professors of our college
participate in Engineering Design Exercise as a member
of students as shown in Figure 10. They can learn not
only the basic social skills but also class design for
active learning or project-based learning without
additional cost of training.

Toyama, S., Miyakoshi, K., and Tasaki, Y., (2015).
Design and Practice of Engineering Design Education,
Journal of Education in Japanese College of
Technology, No.38, pp. 67-72.
Iyama, T., Toyama, S., and Tokoi, Y., (2015). A
Practice of Engineering Design Education through the
Development of Educational Materials using LEGOMindstorms, The 4th International GIGAKU
Conference in Nagaoka, EO-17.

Figure 10 New professors in Engineering Design
Exercise
Conclusions
Our college established a new program called
“System Design Education Program”, which is managed
by System Design Innovation Center to provide an
excellent opportunity to learn about system thinking,
design thinking and facilitation skill. System Design
Innovation Center will utilize the knowledge obtained
through the management of the project based learnings,
such as Engineering Design Exercise and Study of SelfDevelopment Subject, for activating multidisciplinary
cooperation of our college in order to acquire largescale external funds. As a result, the center aims at a
synergy effect of education and academic study.
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Abstract

of English. Thus, we think that further consideration
is needed on the methods of the class that relates
English to major subjects.
Keywords: CTT+, Active Learning, Major subject in
English, Presentation, Facilitation

Recently, the instructional style of major
subjects in Japanese schools has changed, not only
because technical knowledge is necessary but also,
problem
solving
abilities,
and
English
communication skills are required for global
engineers in engineering fields. Several educational
institutes have proceeded with the introduction of
Active Learning, e.g. Problem-based/Project-based
learning, in response to this social situation.
With this in mind, we focused on the
improvement of our lecture skills using CompTIA
Certified Technical Trainer (CTT+) certification.
CTT+ is one of the international certificates that
cover instructor skills including presentation,
communication and facilitation. We think that the
reinforcement of teacher’s lecture skills is essential
to develop the class adapting to globalization. It is
necessary to pass two examinations, one which is a
computer-based test and the other a performancebased test, to attain certification. In our college, two
teachers, Assoc. prof. Yamamoto and Assoc. prof.
Yoshida, have gained certification in CTT+ in recent
years, and we have started offering classes utilizing
CTT+ skills, which include using a variety of media,
active listening techniques and a number of types
and levels of questions, and major subjects using
English.
In fermentation technology which is a major
subject for 4th grade students conducted by Assoc.
Prof. Yamamoto, for example, pair or group work,
several types of questions, active listening and
creating of discussion time were adopted positively
utilizing English during the review section of the
class lasting around ten minutes. It is thought that
the feeling of participation of students in the class is
enhanced by the use of CTT+ skills.
From the results of the class evaluation
questionnaire, on the other hand, it was clear that
resistance to learning major subjects in English was
strong even though students recognized the necessity

Introduction
In recent years, with the background of globalization
of corporate activities and so forth, the vision of desired
human resources is changing. Language ability, problem
solving ability, cultural competency and cross-cultural
understanding ability are required for engineers as well
as technical knowledge and skills (Figure 1). In fact, the
job opening-to-application ratio for engineers as a
global human resource maintains a high level of demand
in a wide range of industries (Table 1).
Based on such social background, the educational
front is forced to realign the instructional system.
Several educational institutes have proceeded with the
introduction of Active Learning, e.g. Problembased/Project-based learning, in response to this global
situation.

Technical
Knowledge

Technical
Skills

Cross-cultural
Understanding
ability

Cultural
Competency

Language
ability

Problem
Solving
ability
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Figure 1. Vision of global human resource.
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Table 1. Ratio of job offers to applicants for global job-change in 2014

Jan
Feb Mar Apr
IT engineer
1.84 1.76 2.97 2.04
Electrical engineer
2.60 0.73 0.75 1.36
Mechanical engineer
3.06 3.28 2.48 5.23
Medical/Bio/Food engineer
2.91 1.85 2.89 2.36
Civil/Architect engineer
2.11 1.11 2.50 3.80
Office work
1.34 0.81 0.94 1.24
Hotel/Leisure/Travel/Food service
0.50 0.00 0.40 0.50
(Reference: News Release of Daijob HR Club, NO41-20150226DGR)

For example, since 2010, NIT, Hachinohe College has
been working on global PBL workshops with Temasek
Polytechnic, a national polytechnic located in Singapore.
To develop an attainment as global talent, in this
workshop, the group consisting of mixed members of
both Japanese and Singaporean students perform
workshops related to bio-engineering, electronics and
cross-cultural understanding.
We believe that the improvement of our lecture
skills is most important to guarantee educational quality
corresponding to globalization, and focus on the using
CompTIA, which is the Computing Technology
Industry Association, Certified Technical Trainer
(CTT+) certification. CTT+ is an international, vendorneutral certification that covers core instructor skills,
including preparation, presentation, communication,
facilitation and evaluation in both a traditional and
virtual classroom environment (Reference: CompTIA
Homepage). This qualification is recommended to
trainers in Dell, Microsoft, Novell, Ricoh and IBM.
CTT+ is comprised of three skills including presentation
skill, communication skill and instruction skill (Figure
2). All of these skills are necessary to perform more
effective classes, and are common in Japanese and
English. We think that the reinforcement of teacher’s
lecture skills is essential to develop the class adapting to
globalization. It is necessary to pass two examinations,
one which is a computer-based test and the other a
performance-based test, to attain certification. In our
college, two teachers, Assoc. Prof. Yamamoto and
Assoc. Prof. Yoshida, have gained certification in CTT+
in recent years.
In this article, we will report the utilization results
of the CTT+ competence in major subjects using
English.

May
2.47
1.37
2.89
0.85
1.00
0.99
0.00

2014
Jun
Jul
2.78 2.54
2.33 2.00
2.79 4.38
2.47 1.63
2.13 2.57
1.33 1.33
0.00 0.00

Aug
2.73
3.33
4.00
3.78
1.10
1.09
0.00

Sep
2.57
2.12
7.60
2.42
3.00
1.00
0.14

Oct
2.68
2.12
2.52
4.13
0.86
0.88
0.00

Nov
2.51
1.82
5.00
5.60
2.00
1.10
0.00

Dec
1.97
3.57
2.07
1.80
3.00
0.80
0.00

Ave
2.41
2.01
3.78
2.72
2.10
1.07
0.13

Pedagogy
It is possible that the introduction of English into
major
subjects
influence
academic
ability,
comprehension levels and acquirement of expertise.
Accordingly, in fermentation engineering which is a
major subject for 4th grade students conducted by Assoc.
Prof. Yamamoto, and in fundamental mathematics
which is required for 1st grade students conducted by
Assoc. Prof. Yoshida, for example, pair or group work,
several types of questions, active listening and creating
of discussion time, which were basic skills of CTT+
competence, were adopted positively, utilizing English
during the review section of the class lasting around ten
minutes using power point slides (Figure 3). The ideal
of these classes is to allow students to answer questions
in English. However, to prevent a decrease in
motivation for learning, students were allowed to
answer in Japanese.
We evaluated this trial using class evaluation
questionnaires composed of 15 questions, which was
created by Prof. Shimizu of NIT, Toyama College,
described as Figure 4.
a) Example of the power point slide in fermentation engineering

b) Class in session with question to the whole class

Instruction skill

Report of evaluation information
Evaluation of lecture
Evaluation of achievement level
Facilitation of teaching methods
Enhancement of motivation for learning
Course analysis and adjustment

Communication skill

Response to needs
Application of questioning technique
Adjustment of message
Management of psychological environment

Figure 3. Practice case in fermentation engineering class.

Presentation skill

Figure 2. Construction of CTT+ competences.
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Results and Discussion
Using the competences of CTT+, there was an
enhanced incentive to learn, as well as increased
concentration in classes with interactive communication.

Application of media
Effective application of verbal and nonverbal
Establishment and maintenance of reliability
Management of physical environment
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It is thought that the number of disinterested students
decreased by using CTT+ skills with active
communication. However, because it is difficult to
clarify the difference in degree of achievement with or
without CTT+ skills, we have not been able to quantify
it. Thus, we would like to consider this point, including
evaluation method, for the future.
The result of class evaluation questionnaire is
shown in Figure 5. From these results, it was clear that
resistance to learning major subjects in English was
strong even though students recognized the necessity of
English. Thus, we think that further consideration is
needed on the methods of classes that relate English to
major subjects. The overall tendency was the same
between 1st grade students and 4th grade students.
Interestingly, an upper-class student had a strong
consciousness for the necessity of learning of special
subjects in English. Therefore, it is important to point
out how we familiarize students with English in major
subjects. In Japan, now, English usage in major classes
are accelerating in the higher education system,
especially at the University level, regardless of the
faculty whether it is liberal arts or physical science
(Reference: DAIGAKU NO YAKUSOKU, 2014). In
our college, we start the “Global Citizenship program
from 15 years old”, which is constructed with two main
projects. One is an international exchange program
which the students from 15 years old can participate,
and the other is the improvement of the lecture
competence of the teacher. This lecture competence
contains
active-learning
techniques,
English
presentation skills and lecture skills utilizing CTT+.
Because Assoc. Prof. Yamamoto and Assoc. Prof.
Yoshida strongly realize the usefulness of CTT+
competence through this program, we have created the
working group to promote CTT+ competence to many
teachers in our college (Figure 6a) (Reference:
EIGOJYUGYOU
KOUGIRYOKU
KYOUKA
PUROGURAMU JISSENSYU, 2015). Additionally, we
made the case examples of the several classes using
English by the collaboration with NIT, Toyama College
(Figure 6b).

極めてそ
どちらでも
全然思わ
そう思う
思わない
う思う
ない
ない

下記についてどう思いますか？
1 英語による授業は楽しいかったですか。

5

4

3

2

1

2 授業内容は理解できましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

3 集中して授業にのぞむことができましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

4 自ら発言しようと思いましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

5 自分の英語力育成に役立ったと思いますか。

5

4

3

2

1

6 英語に対する苦手意識は減ったと思いますか。

5

4

3

2

1

7 英語は自分の将来に必要だと思いますか。

5

4

3

2

1

8 他の科目も英語を取り入れた授業を受けたいと思いますか。

5

4

3

2

1

9 専門科目を英語で学ぶことは必要だと思いますか。

5

4

3

2

1

10 授業に積極的に参加しようと思いましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

11 専門科目を英語で学ぶことは難しいと思いましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

12 将来はグローバルな社会で活躍してみたいですか。

5

4

3

2

1

13 英語をもっと勉強してみたいと思いましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

14 英語のヒアリングはほとんどできましたか。

5

4

3

2

1

今の英語力であれば専門科目の学習でも学力の向上につな
5
4
3
2
1
がると思う。
Please write any comments: 英語による授業を通して、自分が考えたり思ったりしたことを自由に書いてください。
15

Figure 4. Questionnaire sheet for class evaluation.
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Figure 5. Histogram of the results of Questionnaire.

Nevertheless, while many activities related
to the development of global human resources
are carried out throughout Japan, because the
vision of global human resource needed in an
economic and social environment still has not
been clarified, the situation that necessary
global human resource is not at a high enough
level yet (Reference: H. Fukushima, 2015).
We consider that the improvement of the
quality of the teacher is the groundwork of the
development of global human resource. To
achieve this improvement, we think the
reinforcement of lecture competencies using
CTT+ skills is exceedingly useful. It is the
forthcoming challenges of how to develop and
expand of this activity.

a) Study meeting for CTT+ skill

b) Case Examples of the
lesson using English
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Figure 6. Activities for the promotion of the lecture competence.
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Conclusions
Through this pedagogical activity, we recognaized
that student understood the importance of English in
engineering fields, but the feeling of strong resistance
against English prevented them to grow to become a
global human resource. It is important to give every
opportunity to use English, even if it is just a small
amount in every class. We will continue to perform the
development of the groundwork as global human
resource through the activity of specialized classes
using English combined with CTT+ skills, continuously.
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Abstract

Introduction

The impact of Form-Focused Instruction (FFI) on
second language pronunciation has been investigated
in several foreign language learning settings in the
last decade (Abe, 2010; Chang, 2006; Couper, 2009;
Park, 2000; Saito, 2012; among others). FFI is
defined as ‘any instructional activity which aims at
drawing learners’ attention to language form, where
“form” stands for grammatical structures, lexical
items, phonological features, and even sociolinguistic
and pragmatic features of language’ (de Graaff &
Housen, 2009, p. 736). However, there still remains
the question of whether the focus-on-form (FonF) is
unambiguously effective in L2 pronunciation
instruction. The current study presents an attempt to
remedy this situation by reporting the findings of an
inquiry which examined the effect of FFI with
phonetic negotiation of form as corrective feedback
on the pronunciation of weak forms at a regularly
scheduled classroom, in which one experimental
group (EG, n=30) and one control group (CG, n=31)
participated in a quasi-experiment. The treatment in
the EG focused on the phonetic form, encouraging
learners to observe the target feature and
discovering the rule under their own initiative, and
in the production session, the participants were
expected to use the target pronunciation in FonF
practice, whilst the CG followed a traditional formsfocused instruction (FonFs) in two sessions of
perception and production. The participants' ability
to perceive and pronounce the weak forms was
assessed on a pre- and a post-test which included
weak-form discrimination, dictation, a passagereading, and a dialogue task.
Despite several
limitations and the developmental changes, the
current study demonstrated a significant difference
of receptive and productive acquisition of weak
forms, unambiguously demonstrate that the formal
instruction deploying FFI does make a difference for
L2 pronunciation, helping learners notice the target
form, establishing meta-competence through explicit
instruction, and using declarative knowledge in
actual communication.

This research programme originates from
approximately twenty years of experience in teaching
English as a Foreign Language to engineering-major
students, and an ongoing interest in the effects of
instruction on the development of L2 pronunciation.
The fundamental questions motivating the research
reported here were (a) what should be taught at a
specific stage of L2 development, and (b) how should
languages be taught to facilitate more effective and
efficient acquisition? (Muranoi, 1996)
L2 pronunciation studies in the 2000s shifted their
interest to examining the assumption that FonF
vigorously investigated in morphosyntactics might
contribute to the betterment of L2 pronunciation (cf.
Saito, 2012). However, the FonF type of instruction
does not always and completely outperform Focus on
FormS (FonFs), in which sequenced and fragmented
items are presented to the learners stepwise, in the hope
that the learners will acquire the system of the target
language with the passage of time (Abe, 2015; Chang,
2006; Yam, 2005). Further investigation is thus required
to answer the question, Is FFI appropriate to promote
the acquisition of L2 pronunciation in the classroom?
At present, this line of inquiry has just started.
Background to Form-Focused Instruction in SLA

Keywords: FFI, FonF, FonFs, pronunciation, second
language (L2), weak forms
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The last two decades have witnessed a growing
body of research on the effectiveness of L2 instruction
from the perspective of FFI (de Graaff & Housen, 2009;
Doughty, 2003; Ellis, 2008; Long & Robinson, 1998;
Norris & Ortega, 2000).  Ongoing research has led to
continuous modification of FFI, increasing its positive
effects on L2 classroom instruction in the Japanese
context and yielding strong support for the hypothesis
that a timely combination of form-focused and
communication-oriented instruction is necessary for
successful L2 morphosyntactic development (Muranoi,
1996, 2006; Takasima, 2011). FFI has generally been
categorized into two types, namely (a) focus on forms
(plural; FonFs), involving explicit types of FFI, and (b)
focus on form (singular; FonF), involving both implicit
and explicit types of FFI, as shown in Table 1 (Housen
& Pierrard, 2005, p. 10).
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Table 1
Implicit and Explicit Forms of FFI (Housen & Pierrard,
2005, p. 10)1

Weak Forms in L2 Pronunciation Pedagogy

Implicit FFI

・attracts attention to target form
・is delivered spontaneously

(e.g. in an otherwise communicationoriented activity)
・is unobtrusive (minimal interruption of
communication of meaning)
・presents target forms in context
・makes no use of metalanguage
・encourages free use of target form
Explicit FFI

・directs attention to target forms
・is predetermined and planned

(e.g. as the main focus and goal of a
teaching activity)
・is obtrusive (interruption of
communication of meaning)
・presents target forms in isolation
・uses metalinguistic terminology
(e.g. rule explanation)
・involves controlled practice of target form
Despite the acknowledged benefits of FFI
demonstrated by SLA research in the past decade, the
question regarding the adequacy of FFI remains. As
noted by Tragant & Munoz (2004), for instance, ‘an
important issue in relation to the benefits of instruction
is whether all learners can equally benefit from it’ (p.
212). The question relates to the case in which, despite
the significant role of output-promoting tasks in the
SLA process, a basic-level learner often fails to notice
the mismatch between the interlanguage and the target
form, and hence fails in that particular aspect of SLA.
Some proponents of FFI posit that the optimal level for
FFI might be the CEFR B1 or B2 (de Graaff & Housen,
2009, p. 279). If this assumption is correct, the level of
Japanese secondary school students may not be
adequate for effective FFI2.
To overcome this problem, Takashima (2011)
proposed a FonF Approach by which basic-level
learners can process the input by negotiating the target
form and receiving explicit feedback, with activities
facilitating the noticing and processing mechanism.
Muranoi (2006) suggested an attempt to integrate such
FonF activities with traditional FonFs style learning, so
that even basic-level learners can process the input
through
form-focused
communicative
lessons.
Unfortunately, L2 pronunciation instruction has not kept
pace with the development of modified FFI, although
such an approach might help learners with their EFL
pronunciation (Abe, 2015).
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Until fairly recently, with the publication of Jenkins
(2000), only a few researchers seemed to question the
high priority placed on native-speech-based models,
such as Received Pronunciation or General American,
in teaching L2 pronunciation. More precisely, EFL
teaching has gradually shifted its emphasis from a
native-speech-oriented model to an intelligibilityoriented model in the 1970s. However, the proponents
of the traditional model still claim the significance of
learning native-like weak forms, as they are by far the
most frequent among the 20 vowels and 24 consonants
in English, and are one of the prime features of the
language (Gimson, 1980, p. 309). Meanwhile, in recent
literature on English as an international language (EIL),
it has been shown that weak forms (reduced vowels) are
not considered to be important segments by
international non-native and native interlocutors.
Jenkins (2000) excluded weak forms from her Lingua
Franca Core (LFC; a phonological syllabus designed
specifically for L2 learners of English, to be used by
and with non-L1 English speakers). The LFC is
intended to include the phonological features crucial for
mutual intelligibility among EFL speakers, so the
omission of weak forms is notable in this context. At the
same time, careful reading of Jenkins (2000) also
reveals that she did admit the use of weak forms in the
LFC, albeit in a limited sense: ‘those learners will still
need to work on weak forms (in the traditional sense)
receptively in the classroom’ (p. 148, italics in the
original).
It is also well known that the acquisition of English
weak forms poses ongoing difficulties for non-native
speakers in perception and production (Abe, 2015;
Kohmoto, 1982; Rojczyk & Porzuczek, 2012). This has
motivated many researchers to investigate the effects
and effectiveness of teaching weak forms in the formal
setting (Abe, 2010; Gómez Lacabex, García Lecumberri
& Cooke, 2009; Porzuczek, 2010 among others).
Nevertheless, there is thus far a paucity of research
devoted to the question of the teachability and
learnability of weak forms amongst adolescent learners
in the EFL classroom.
The findings suggest that secondary school learners
may be able to perceive weak forms after instruction,
but their production ability shows little improvement.
An intervention study by Gomez Lacabex et al. (2009)
investigated the receptive abilities of 41 teenagers
(mean age 15.8 years) who received 12 sessions of
either perception training (Group A), productive
training (Group B), or no training (control group) over a
period of three months. The results indicated that both
types of training (i.e. perception and production) led to
significant improvement after instruction. However,
Gomez Lacabex and Garcia Lecumberri (2010) showed
only a moderate effect of instruction on the production
of 34 teenage learners after three weekly sessions of 30
minute each. A similar result is reported by Gutierrez
and Monroy (2003), cited in Gomez Lacabex et al.
(2009), indicating that the effect of instruction on teens’
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productive abilities was limited. Furthermore, at a
secondary school in Poland, Bogacka, Scwartz,
Zydorowicz, Polezynska-Fiser, & Orzechowska (2006),
cited in Rojczyk and Porzuczek (2012), suggested that
L1 influence remained evident in the production data of
adolescent learners.
The current literature appears to lack such a
classroom-based analysis of the effects of various types
of instruction on phonological forms such as English
weak forms. The study explores the effects of an
instructional technique in which pronunciation errors
were made explicit in order to activate learner cognition.
The study aims to address three main research
questions:
(1) Does FFI, in which a teacher provides explicit
instruction through phonetic negotiation of
form, affect the interlanguage phonology of
Japanese EFL students?
(2) Does the above-mentioned FFI have an effect
on the receptive and/or productive acquisition
of English weak forms among Japanese EFL
students?
(3) Is it appropriate to teach English weak vowel
forms to EFL learners whose English
proficiency is around level A, i.e. that of a
basic user, according to the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR)?
Current Study
Research setting and participants. This study was
conducted during a regularly scheduled class taught by
the author at a college located in northern Japan. Most
of the students in the class come from the same
prefecture where the college is located, which implies
that they are relatively similar in terms of their
background, goals in learning English, level of English
proficiency, and engagement in the subject. The number
of participants was 30 in the experimental group (EG)
and 31 in the control group (CG).
Treatment. The EG and the CG participated in a
quasi-experiment focused on both perception and
production, in which two classes were devoted to
perception instruction and production instruction,
respectively. The classroom experiment was conducted
over a period of three weeks and consisted of a pre-test,
treatment sessions, and a post-test. The pre-test took
place in week 1, prior to the perception and production
treatment sessions, which consisted of four class hours
in week 1 and 2, in both groups. Then, in week 3, the
participants took the post-test.
The instruction for the EG. The perception
instruction for the EG followed both explicit and
implicit FFI, encouraging learners to observe a certain
target feature and discover the underlying rule on their
own initiative. Note that the instruction for the EG had
dual characteristics of FonF (implicit FFI) and FonFs
(explicit FFI) (cf. Table 1), which was deliberate, as
Muranoi (2006) and Takashima (2011) contend that
FonF in secondary schools, or among basic-level
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learners, should be integrated and enhanced with FonFs
activities. In the production classes, the instruction of
the EG shifted to implicit FFI, based on the premise that
not only input-based but also output-promoting tasks
play a critical role in L2 learning experiences.
Corrective feedback and free production activities
resulting in output of the target forms during such
instruction can enable learners to modify their
knowledge in meaningful communicative activities.
Student: I’ m good [a]t playing baseball.
Teacher: Good [a]t? Now, listen. Yours, good [a]t.
Normally, good [ə]t. Can you see the
difference?
Student : I’m good [a~ə] t.
In this way, it was assumed that phonetic negotiation of
form would help participants to discover rules
governing the use of weak forms or to gain declarative
knowledge of weak forms more successfully than would
merely presenting the target forms with an explicit
explanation.
The instruction for the CG. The perception classes,
like those for the EG, were devoted to explicitly
presenting the target forms in context, as well as asking
participants to identify the target forms in prepared
dialogues, with the aim of helping them to comprehend
the target weak forms. Unlike the EG, the production
sessions for the CG used explicit FFI (FonFs) (cf. Table
1). In doing so, the author played a crucial role in
explicitly informing participants of the rules underlying
the target prosodic features. This helped them to gain
declarative knowledge of weak forms by means of
FonFs instruction. This entails a synthetic approach
(Wilkins, 1976), in which sequenced and fragmented
items are presented to learners in a stepwise manner.
The lesson ended with a pair reading-aloud activity in
which the participants were asked to pay particular
attention to what they had learned in order to reflect it in
their reading.
Assessment. The evaluation instrument used to
assess the participants’ pre- and post-treatment
performance was divided into four subtests: two for
perception and two for production. The perception test
consisted of 10 sound discrimination and 20 dictation
tests, thus the full mark was 30 points. The production
test consisted of recording of two subtests: reading a
passage and a picture description task. The samples
were digitally recorded and saved as an audio file on a
PC computer at 22 kHz with 16-bit resolution using
Olympus Sonority Plus for Editors, LS-11. The data
collected from the pre- and post-tests of production
were analysed by two American native speaker teachers,
both of whom were EFL experts, and the author. Each
examiner had 10 points to award, which were given in
accordance with the subjects’ performance: five points
for the reading task and five points for the picture
description task. Thus, the full score of each participant
was a total of the three examiners’ scores, 30 points.
Inter-rater reliability was measured, and was α=0.72
for the pre-test and α=0.74 for the post-test, which is
acceptable in the context of statistical analysis. For
cases in which auditory analysis was insufficient for the
examiners to be sure of the quality of schwa,
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spectrographic analysis was undertaken by means of
Praat3. Questions among examiners were thus resolved
by resorting to acoustic analysis.

Post-Test

Results
The data demonstrated a significant change in the
total (perception and production) scores: though the
difference was not significant at the pre-test, it turned
out to be significant at the post-test. A student’s t-test
was performed in order to compare the pre-test scores of
the EG and the CG in the pre-test phase. The result
indicated no significant difference between the two
groups for the total pre-test scores in perception, in
production and, most importantly, for the total scores of
perception and production (no effect size: Cohen’s d=0).
The between-group comparisons for the integrated
ability reveal a significant main effect of instruction
with a large effect size in the total score (d=1.00); in
perception, the EG significantly outperformed the CG
with a large effect size (d=0.94); and in production, the
EG did significantly better than the CG with a medium
effect size (d=0.62), as shown in Table 2. Figure 1
shows the distribution.

Figure 1 The distribution of the total scores of the EG
and the CG at pre- and post-test stage
The between-group comparisons for integrated
ability at the post-test phase reveal a significant main
effect of instruction with a large effect size in the total
score. In perception, the EG outperformed the CG with
a medium effect size, which does not completely reach
the significant level of p<0.017 due to the Bonferroni
correction, and in production, the EG significantly
outperformed the CG with a large effect size.
The Wald test below is an examination of the
difference in the total scores of the EG and the CG,
which demonstrates the significance of the difference
where the EG outperformed the CG at the post-test
phase. The Wald test also shows that the difference in
the development of perception reached the significant
level, whilst the development in production was quite
limited.

Table 2
Descriptive Statistics of Total Scores in Pre- and Posttest of Perception and Production of Weak Forms4
Test
EG (n=30) CG (n=31)
p-value
Score
M
M
PRE
PC
11.57 ±1.92 11.55 ±2.20 0.97
13.27±3.19

13.26±4.27

0.99

Total

24.84±4.04

24.81±4.72

0.98

PC

16.20±2.82

14.52±2.66

0.02

PD

13.3±1.47

11.97±1.64

0.0014

Total

29.5±3.42

26.48±3.12

p<0.001

Table 3
Result of Wald Test in the Difference of Perception and
Production
Coefficient
Estimate

95% CI
Lower

Pre-Test

Upper

p-value

PC

1.67

0.041

3.290

0.05

PD

1.32

-0.367

3.014

0.18

Total

2.99

0.971

5.007

0.0052

The between-test data in Table 4 demonstrate that
there was a significant difference in the perception and
production scores, with a large effect size in the EG, a
medium effect size in the CG. There was also a
significant difference in the perception data, again with
a large effect size in the EG, as well as in the CG.
However, no significant change was found in the
production data, with no effect size in the EG, and in the
CG.
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it is not simply that they had had insufficient time and
effort to practice the weak forms.
Despite the limitations, helping learners discover
rules or declarative knowledge of vowel reduction in
FonF would be more successful than merely presenting
the target form in FonFs, even with explicit explanation.
The present author hopes that the findings of this study,
demonstrating that carefully designed pronunciation
instruction can help learners improve their performance,
would motivate future attempts to teach foreign
language pronunciation in the EFL classroom

Table 4
Result of the Wilcoxon Test on the Development of the
EG and the CG
M
p-value
r5
PC

PD

Total

EG

4.63 ±3.43

p< 0.001

0.81

CG

2.97 ±3.04

p< 0.001

0.71

EG

0.03 ±2.43

0.935

0.02

CG

1.29 ±4.08

0.20

0.31

EG

4.67 ±4.25

p< 0.001

0.75

CG

1.68 ±3.79

0.02597

0.41

Notes
1

I have slightly modified the table of Housen & Pierrard
(2005, p. 10) to follow the style of ISATE.
2
According to a recent official survey by the Japanese
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and
Technology (MEXT), the EFL competence of high
school seniors in Japan across the four skill components
places approximately 10% of them at the B1 or B2 level,
with the majority (90%) at the A1 level.
3
This is the computer program developed by P.
Boersma and D. Weenink (Version 5.2.19, retrieved
from http://www.praat.org/).
4
The abbreviations in this table, and hereafter, PRE,
POST, PC, and PD stand for pre-test, post-test,
perception, and production respectively. The values, e.g.
±1.92, denote Standard Deviation (SD).
5
This r represents effect size r here.

Discussion and Conclusion
Until quite recently, L2 pronunciation studies in FFI
have yielded mixed results: unlike in the acquisition of
L2 morphosyntax, FoFs could also contribute nontrivially to the successful acquisition of a specific form
in pronunciation (Abe, 2015). The present data
demonstrated a significant change in the total
(perception and production) scores: though the
difference was not significant at the pre-test phase, it
turned out to be significant at the post-test stage. These
data naturally suggest that the EG outperformed the CG
in the output performance at the post-test. Accordingly,
the data also display noticeable development of both the
EG and the CG in terms of the accuracy of the learners’
performance in several receptive and productive tasks,
demonstrating that the FonFs type of instruction
contributed moderately to the development of L2
pronunciation.
However, the fact that the EG significantly
outperformed the CG can be attributed to the
cognitively more challenging tasks the EG engaged in.
The CG was instructed using a familiar passage in the
perception practice, and its production training was not
as challenging as in the EG treatment, in which
perception (input) and production (output) practice
required concentration on the target form but helped
with corrective feedback. Therefore, the findings
contribute to solving a currently contentious question in
instructed SLA of speech: whether FFI approach can
significantly facilitate the development of L2
pronunciation. It can be suggested that for L2
pronunciation, FFI could be the best possible option in
the EFL classroom, and that, more importantly, FonF
could make a more significant change.
Nonetheless, the production ability of the learners
was quite limited. The data gathered by the present
study might suggest that the cognitive and linguistic
competence of Japanese adolescent learners, whose
English level is generally around CEFR A, might not
yet be ready to the learning of L2 weak forms
production from the developmental perspective; that is,
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USE OF AUTOMATED ASSESSMENT AND GAME BASED LEARNING TO MOTIVATE
LEARNING FOR COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
Hock Chue Ha, Alicia
School of Engineering/Electronic and Computer Engineering Division,
Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Singapore
hch5@np.edu.sg
Abstract

To reduce the wait time for students, an automatic
marking system, named ALLY, was developed to
identify the mistakes made by students while
programming and gives the student a grade. This
programme makes it easier for the student to
identify mistakes made during programming
without the help of the lecturer, enabling students to
learn at their own pace.

Computer programming is a common module for all
engineering students in year 1. This is the first
programming module for all engineering students.
Majority of the students are learning the computer
language for the first time and it requires them not
only to understand the syntax but also spend time
practicing. Many students find the process of
learning programming challenging and this often
results in students becoming unmotivated.

Keywords: automated assessment, game based
learning, computer programming, C programming,
games

Two strategies were used to scaffold students in their
initial exposure to computer programming, and to
help student progress in their understanding of this
new topic.

Introduction
The Diploma in Electronic & Computer Engineering
(ECE) teaches students about how electronics shape the
way people live, work and play. ECE gives students a
strong foundation in electronics, computer and
communication engineering. With an industry-relevant
curriculum, students are well-paced to meet the needs of
the industry when they graduate.
One of the common modules that all students in the
first year of their ECE diploma in Ngee Ann
Polytechnic take is that of Computer Programming.
This module serves as the foundation for students in this
course. However, many students struggle with this
module as many of them have not studied computer
programming before and may be the first time that they
are they are confronted with a new computer language .
Students would have to put in much effort to make
sense of the programming language and also to spend
time to practice if they want to be competent in the
module.

(1)
Game Based Learning
A set of games, named SAVVY was developed as
part of the strategy to motivate students to learn
more about Computer programming using the C
language. There are multiple levels in SAVVY which
allow students to learn the fundamentals of C
language: declaring variables, writing printf and
scanf statements.
The games involve shooting
cannon balls and using swords to slash moving
targets, and at the same time require the students to
have knowledge of the fundamentals of C language
in order to achieve high scores. By playing these
games, students will have more opportunities to
engage with C language and be motivated to learn
even when they are having “fun”.
(2) Automated assessment of programming
Students new to computer programming tend to
make many mistakes, and the lecturer needs to
review each student’s programming individually to
identify these mistakes.
This process is time
consuming and inefficient for both the lecturer and
student especially when there is only one lecturer to
25 students. Students may have to wait some time
before they are attended to, and this long wait time
can be disruptive to the student’s learning, which
results in them being unmotivated to learn the
computer language.
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Challenges in teaching Computer Programming
(1) Overcome the barrier to learning the computing
language
Many students taking this computer programming
module have little prior knowledge and have
difficulty making sense of the programming
language and the syntax required for them to code.
This gap in the understanding hinders the students’
progress as the ability to understand and code with
the right syntax is a basic requirement of the module.
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The use of “games” in the learning can provide
students with a “fun” and “motivating” environment for
learning. Games are the ideal learning environment as
they not only provide motivation for the students to
succeed but also with their built-in permission to fail,
encouragement of out-of-box thinking, and sense of
control. People play games for the sense of engagement,
immediate feedback, feeling of accomplishment, and
success of striving against a challenge and overcoming
it. To progress in a game is to learn; when we are
actively engaged with a game, our minds are
experiencing the pleasure of grappling with (and
coming to understand) a new system. Effective,
interactive experiences can motivate and actively
engage the students in the learning process. (Trybus,
2014).
It is based on the unique features of games and
learning that SAVVY is developed with the intention to
produce a highly motivating learning environment for
students to learn the basic syntax of C programming.
The SAVVY games provide immediate feedback and
the ranking of scores and awarding of gold badges give
students a feeling of accomplishment. In order for the
students to achieve high scores in the games, they must
be able to demonstrate their knowledge of
C
programming very well.

(2) Current teaching method is time consuming &
inefficient
Students new to computer programming tend to
make many mistakes, and the lecturer needs to review
each student’s program individually to identify these
mistakes. This process is time consuming and
inefficient for both the lecturer and student especially
when there is only one lecturer to 25 students. Every
student needs to write up to 3 programs during each
lesson and much time is required of the lecturer to
manually review and grade up to 75 programs for each
lesson, or 150 programs each week for a class, which
can comes up to 7.5 hours per week. A system is
required to help staff to reduce the time required for
marking.
(1) Feedback is not timely for progression
When learning to write a computer program, a
student needs feedback from the lecturer to know
whether he/she has made any mistakes and how to
correct the mistakes. With this new knowledge, he/she
can improve when he/she writes the next program.
Since lecturers do not have the time to finish marking
all programs during the lesson, students usually submit
their programs and need to wait up to one to two weeks
before they receive feedback from the lecturer. This
means that students may continue making the same
mistakes when they write new programs.

The SAVVY games have three levels.
Level 1: Declare Variables
Before playing level 1, students are taught how to
declare variables. They must know the basic rules for
creating variables or identifiers in C programming.
When the student start to “Play” they would need to
identify the labels and to examine this declaration
statement and check that it is declared correctly based
on what the lecturer has taught him.

Faced with these challenges, the teaching team needs
to identify a way of helping the students learn so that
they are able to receive timely feedback for them to
progress and not have to wait for their turn to receive
help from the lecturer in order to complete their
assignment. One solution is to develop a system that
will enable students to practice the use of the correct
syntax when coding and also one that can check the
program output and helps the student to identify his/her
own mistakes will make it more efficient and effective
for the student to learn computer programming. These
solutions should also be able to help students learn and
progress in a manner that would motivate them to learn
more about computer programming in a “fun” manner.

If the declaration is wrong, students would need to
“shoot” down the label with a red ball. This practice
allows students to identify the correct composition of
the declaration quickly and to gain “rewards” for their
correct selection.

Materials and Methods
In order to help students’ progress in their learning of
computer programming, 2 programmes were developed
to meet the students’ learning challenges. They are
SAVVY and ALLY.
SAVVY
The learning of computer language is complex and
requires students to be precise and accurate with their
use of the syntax, for example in C programming, every
statement must end with a semi-colon, how to declare
variables, how to use functions, etc. Most students find
it tedious to learn and remember the many different
rules, and many become unmotivated to learn because
they find it difficult.
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Figure 1: Level 1 of the SAVVY games
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A total of 20 labels containing different declaration
statements will float pass. The student replays the game
as many times as he likes. Each time he replays, a
different set of declaration statements will be displayed,
so the more the students play, the more they become
familiar with the different declaration statements and
thus learning while having “fun”. When the game is
over, the student’s score is ranked against all the other
students in the class in the leader board as shown below:

over again, the sequence of the parts are shuffled and
students must know where to place each part very well
in order to earn perfect scores. The fundamental rules of
C programming are reinforced in the process.
Level 3: Using scanf
For level 3, students learn how to use scanf to read
the inputs for one or two variables. They are trained to
know the syntax of the scanf function and learn
recognize their own mistakes in their programming.
This level requires the students to identify the labels
with mistakes in the scanf statements

Figure 2: Leader board of scores
Students are also motivated to play the game repeatedly
in order to get a better ranking in the leader board. The
fundamentals of C programming is reinforced in the
process of playing. Without the benefit of learning and
rehearsing through playing the games, most students
find it difficult to remember all the rules and tend to
make mistakes when writing programs.

Figure 4: Level 3 of the SAVVY games
Badges
The SAVVY games incorporates badges, leader
boards, points and levels and these games mechanics
keep the students engaged and motivated in the process
of learning the fundamentals of C programming which
will otherwise be very tedious.

Level 2: Using printf
In Level 2, students must understand the structure of
a simple C program, and also the syntax of the printf
statement before they are ready for this game. In this
level, a simple C program is broken up into small parts
and shuffled. A label containing a segment of the C
program drops on the left hand side of the screen. The
student needs to click on the appropriate cell on the grid
to place the segment in the correct sequence. For
example, the label contains “printf”. Since printf is a
function and should appear at the beginning of a
statement, the student clicks and place the printf as
shown in Figure 3.

If the student scores 100 for level 1, he/she will earn
the number 1 gold badge. If he/she scores 100 for level
2, he/she will earn the number 2 gold badge, and the
same for level 3.

Figure 5: Gold badge

Figure 3: Level 2 of the SAVVY games
If the student does not know where to place the label,
and if the label hits the bottom of the screen, it will not
appear again. In the process of playing the game,
students need to place the different parts of the program
together in the correct sequence. If the student starts
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ALLY
ALLY is an automatic marking system for computer
programs.
This system provides students with
immediate feedback to how well they did in their
computer programming without having to wait for the
lecturer and slow down students’ progress in learning.
There is little point in giving student feedback on
knowledge or skills when there is no time left for them
to act upon it. Feedback should be provided at an
appropriate point in the learning process (Brown &
Knight, 1994). It also should have embedded within it
some degree of prescription about what must be done
(William & Black, 1996; p. 543) in order for students to
improve their performance. When large numbers of
students or lengthy pieces of work are involved,
practical constraints (such as time or workload pressure)
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program for re-marking until he gets all the codes
correct.

may make it difficult for tutors to provide feedback
which is both timely and useful to the student
(Buchanan, 2000). ALLY is designed to provide this
swift and useful feedback.
The administrator can setup any program written in
the C programming language. He/she can also setup the
marking scheme for each program. For each new
program, the administrator can setup multiple sets of
input values as shown below.

If the student makes a mistake with the calculation,
ALLY shows the correct answer against the student’s
answer so that he knows there is a problem with his
calculation.

Figure 9: Results analysis for calculation
ALLY tests the program using multiple sets of
inputs so that it is not possible for students to hardcode
their answers. An important feature is that while
mistakes are pointed out, correct answers are not given
as part of the learning for students is for them to analyse
the output and then independently locate their own
mistakes in their programs.
Most students are able to identify and correct their
own mistakes by looking at the results analysis. The
ability to know their grades instantly motivate them to
try harder and learn at their own pace. Since they do not
need to wait for lecturers to mark their programs, they
can finish their programs quickly and are motivated to
learn more independently. The weak students are also
motivated since they can re-submit as many times as
needed in order to get the perfect grade. The program
assignments in ALLY are ordered from very simple to
moderate to difficult which slowly builds up the
confidence in students to write programs.
Lecturers are able to view the grades for every
program submitted by students in his class immediately
after the submission, as shown in Figure 9. The lecturer
is able to identify the weaker students easily by looking
at the table.

Figure 6: Configuring the programs in ALLY
Each set of input values produces a unique set of
output. Marks can be assigned to each line in the output.
Currently 34 programs have been setup in ALLY
and ALLY is capable of handling thousands of different
programs. Since all programs submitted by students are
marked using the same marking scheme, ALLY ensures
a fair and accurate marking scheme for all the programs.
Students are able to submit their programs and view
their grades instantaneously. When they login to ALLY,
they will see the complete list of programs which they
need to submit. If they have already submitted the
program, for example, io2_3.c, io2_4.c and io3_2.c, the
grades and submission date times are displayed.

Figure 7: List of student programs
Using ALLY, once the student completes his
program, he pastes the program into ALLY and clicks
the SUBMIT button. His grade is shown instantly at the
bottom half of the screen.

Figure 9: Grades for all students in class (anonymised)
Results and Discussion
SAVVY and the ALLY games are a complete system
which trains students in learning the programming rules
and syntax, as well as writing programs that produce
exactly what the users require.

Figure 8: Instant feedback of grades in ALLY
If the student makes a mistake with the program
output, ALLY compares the correct answer with the
student’s answer and shows the results. This makes it
easier for the student to identify and correct his own
mistake. The student can then re-code and submit his
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During each lesson, the lecturer first teaches one
section of the syntax of C programming. The students
then play one level in the SAVVY games to reinforce
their understanding of the syntax. Then each student is
required to write 2 to 3 computer programs according to
the requirements and submit the programs to ALLY for
automatic marking.
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SAVVY: Feedback from Students
A survey is completed by a group of 429 students. The
results are shown in the following table.
Agree
73%


81%
81%



79%
73%

ALLY : Feedback from Students
A survey for ALLY is completed by 306 students.
The results are shown in the following table.
Question
Agree
1. ALLY helps me to ensure correct logical 86%
sequence in the program output.
2. ALLY helps me to ensure accuracy in the 89%
program output.
3. ALLY helps me to identify errors in my 83%
program.
4. The instant feedback of grades motivates 86%
me to try harder in order to achieve better
grades.
5. ALLY allows me to learn at my own 79%
pace.
6. ALLY gives instant feedback to help me 79%
debug my program.
7. ALLY is an effective tool that enhances 86%
my overall learning experience of computer
programming.

77%
78%

The following are comments by students about the
SAVVY games:
 It actually really helps my knowledge and
fundamentals of C programming.
 its a fun and interesting way to learn computer
programming
 Savvy games can be play for multiple times to
increase my grade. Encourage me to play more
times so that I can memorise the codes better.
 It allows multiple redo's hence we are able to spot
our mistakes. It is like self learning.
 The SAVVY games are simple to play and makes
learning the foundations of C programming much
easier.
 I certainly like the fact that there is a game for C
programming- a dry subject with nothing but trail
and error and texts that can drive me crazy
 Very addictive, repetitive nature motivates me to
earn higher scores

The following are some comments written by students:
 If only ally can be use for other modules...
 Ally encourages me to do more practices for my
compro.
 It's an effective platform whereby upon submission,
students can receive their results on the spot.
Therefore, students can edit their work quickly so
as to maximise learning.
 i just like it, it's a really good tool and it's almost
perfect, really. It has the program list which we can
access to, helping us complete stuff at our own
pace. Also, the immediate grading thing is really
good.
 What I like about ALLY is that, the program give
instant feedback on my coding and also it is a very
convenience for me to hand up my work.

The response from the students show that by
combining the fun of game mechanics with the learning
of computer programming fundamentals, students are
motivated to play the SAVVY games repeatedly. In the
process, they reinforce their understanding of computer
programming. Students are more motivated to learn C
programming. In future, more levels and different
games will be incorporated so that all aspects of
computer programming are covered.
The following are comments written by the
lecturers about the SAVVY games:
 All my three groups of students are so crazy about
the savvy games that they keep redoing and redoing

The response from the students show that the instant
grading and identification of errors in ALLY are very
helpful in motivating students when learning computer
programming. The majority of the students agree that
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Question
1. The SAVVY games motivate me to learn
the basics of C programming in order to earn
high scores.
2. Knowing my ranking in class for each level
motivates me to play the games repeatedly in
order to get a higher position.
3. By playing the SAVVY games repeatedly, I
am able to reinforce my understanding of the
basics of C programming.
4. Each level in the SAVVY games focuses on
a few fundamental rules of C programming
which makes it easier for me to learn.
5. The gold badges motivate me to try harder
to earn perfect scores for each level.
6. The instant feedback motivates me to try
harder in order to get better scores.
7. The SAVVY games enhance my overall
learning experience of computer
programming.



in class. After the games, I found them to have
much better command of naming variables.
The SAVVY games is refreshing for the students as
they compete with one another to aim for the
perfect score of 100. The gold medal is a reward to
entice them. It promotes their interest in learning C
programming and is a constructive tool to further
develop their programming skills.
Almost all students in my two classes have
completed the games with score of 100. The games
help them to revise and understand important
concepts/syntax of C Programming. I think the
games are very good for the overall learning of the
student.
The games is very engaging and interesting which
enhance the overall learning experience. The
games are effective for "drilling" the fundamentals
of the syntax into their instinctive/muscle memory.
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ALLY enhances their learning experience. In future,
more programs will be included in ALLY so that
students can have more practice to reinforce their
programming skills.

Semester
Apr 2013
Oct 2013
Apr 2014
Oct 2014

ALLY : Feedback from Lecturers
A survey is also conducted for a group of 15
lecturers teaching computer programming. The results
of the survey is shown in the following table:
Question
Agree
1. ALLY enables me to have more time to
93%
better help weaker students on a one-to-one
basis.
2. ALLY enables me to assign more practice 86%
questions to students without compromising
on the quality of feedback.
3. ALLY gives instant, detailed and accurate 100%
feedback to students.
4. ALLY ensures fair and accurate marking
93%
scheme for all students.
5. ALLY is a learner centered approach
86%
since each student can discover his/her own
mistakes and correct them.
6. ALLY is a learner centered approach
100%
since each student can learn at his/her own
pace.
7. ALLY is an effective tool that enhances
100%
my overall teaching experience of computer
programming.

Passing Rate
92.28%
97.19%
95.15%
99.21%

Conclusions
Learning computer programming is a challenge for
most engineering students since there are many rules
and syntax which the students need to master. Students
also need to learn how to use computer programming to
produce the output required by users.
According to the survey results, the majority of
students also agree that the SAVVY games motivate
them to play repeatedly and reinforce their
understanding of C programming and most students
agree that the instant feedback from ALLY motivates
them to try harder to achieve better grades and also
allow them to learn at their own pace. All lecturers
using ALLY to teach their students agree that ALLY is
a learner centered approach and enhances their overall
teaching experience.
Hence, it can be concluded that the use of SAVVY
and ALLY which incorporate automated assessment,
game based learning has made students more motivated
to learn the computing language and to help them
progress more effectively.
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Abstract
Since 2001, a new engineering education program
with a local community has been implemented in the
Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering of
National Institute of Technology, Kumamoto College,
JAPAN. It is designed to develop students as engineers
who understand not only scientific technology, but also
culture and local history, and who can understand
problems from the local residents’ point of view.
Students meet real life complex problems and they
are required to propose an innovative solution by
collaboration with a local community. From the
assessment of these programs by EQ (Emotional
Intelligence, Golman, 1995) scores, it is confirmed that
students’ active trend is sharply as the school year
become higher. In addition, recently the qualifier’s
number of the Design Competition in National Institute
of Technology has been increasing.
Through the inspection of the Aalborg Model of
Project Based Learning at Aalborg University in 2012,
it has been found that our approach has much in
common with it. But at the same time, it has been found
that there are significant points of difference, the
purpose of learning and the curriculum. Our curriculum
is traditional. To enhance the quality of our program, it
is necessary to improve our traditional curriculum
approaching to the project based learning.

Figure 1, Relationship between the Curriculum of
Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering and
New Engineering Education in Collaboration with the
Community

Keywords: Architectural Education, Local Community,
Emotional Intelligence, Aalborg PBL Model,
Traditional curriculum
Introduction
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the
achievements of a new engineering education program
with a local community for the last 10 years which has
been implemented in the Department of Architecture
and Civil Engineering (AC), National Institute of
Technology, Kumamoto College (NIT, Kumamoto) and
to consider the problems it needs to overcome for
approaching the Problem - based and Project –
organized Learning (PBL). Since 2001, our AC
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department has started a trial of new engineering
education programs with a local community by laying
the foundation of mutual reliance. As illustrated in
Figure 1, approximate goals are set for each school year,
which are coordinated in connection with social
activities in accordance with each goal. Students acquire
specific skills, corresponding to their school year while
building up their overall knowledge in a spiral.
For example, the 3rd year Drafting and Design class
mainly develops basic learning skills, technology skills
and ability to gather information. This class is
collaboration with a local community for collecting
information. The 4th year Architectural Design class
focuses on applied skills such as proposals, design and
involvements with the local community shifts to
problem identification. The 5th year Architectural
Design class focuses on the ability to propose, to design,
such as solutions of problems and creative new ideas.
And also it develops skills that can be explained and can
be easily understood presentation about designing own
proposals and ideas. We considered EQ to be a fair
assessment of attitudes towards work and students can
realize their own growth by EQ assessment.
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Table1: Past projects which is concerned with a local community (2001 – 2012)
GP 1 ( R ecei vi ng
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

f unds from J a pa nes e Mi ni s try of Educati on)

2007

2008

□Architectural
Exhibition
Collaboration with
Local Architects

GP 2 (R ecei v i ng

funds f rom J apa nes e
Mi ni s try of E ducati on)

2009
【 C】 Film Festival/
【 C】 HIKOICHI
Display /□
Architectural
Exhibition
Collaboration with
Local Architects

2010
【C】Film Festival/
【C】HIKOICHI
Display display/□
Architectural
Exhibition
Collaboration with
Local Architects

2011
【 C】 Film Festival 【 C】
HIKOICHI Display【 C】
Kyushyu Shinkansen
Opening Event /□
YATSHIRO
Architectural Guide
Map Project /□
Architectural Exhibition
Collaboration with
Local Architects

Subject Class
●Architectural Design
( )Number of Projects

2012

Number
Number of School
of
Projects Year
Subjects

□Hospital Gallery
Project /□YATSHIRO
Architectural Guide
Map Project /□
・After-school activities
Architectural Exhibition
（16）
Collaboration with
Local Architects /□
Sea of YATTSUSHIRO
Renovation project

16
(17%)

All
ye ars

【H 】 Historical

Landscape Design
Project / 【H 】
Universal Design in
Historical Town
Project/【H 】 Heat
Island Survey
Project

Guide

Film Project

【H 】

Bnboo
Lighting
Design
Project

【 H】
HINAGU
Revitaliz
ation
Project

【 H】
Bnboo
Lighting
Design
Project

【 H】
Bnboo
Rest
House
Project

【Y】

□
KOUD
A Civic
Center
Project

【 C】
New
YATSU
SHIRO
City
Library
Project

YATSU
□
FRUSHIR SHIRO
O Public City
Housing Centre
Renovatio
Revitaliz
n Project

【H】
Red
Brick
Ware
House
Renova
tion
Project

【 H】
Revitali
zation
Project

【C】
Group
Home
Project

ation
Project

【C】
Town
Library
Project

【H 】Sign
Design &
Creation
of
Japanese
inn
ORIYA

【 H】Hearing
Survey/【H】
SANTOKA
Installation Project

【H】 Hearing Survey
【H】 Paper Lighting
Design Project /
【H】 Bench Project

【 C】
Usage
Project
of a
Former
Large
Comme
rcial
Facility

【 H】Hearing
Survey/【H】Survey
of Japanese
Historical Inn/【 H】
Construction Survey
of Historical Ware
House/【 H】
HINAGU Sign
Project/【H】
Community Space
Project for the
People /【H】
HINAGU ONSEN
Shrine Parking
Project

【H】 Hearing
Survey/【H】 Survey
of Japanese
Historical Inn/【H】
Construction Survey
of Historical Ware
House【 H】
Community House
Sign Project/【H】
HINAGU Port
Development
Project/【 H】
HINAGU Community
Planning

【H】 HINAGU
Elementary School
Project
Collaboration with
school boys

【 C】
【 H】 Old Ware
Town
House Renovation
Library
Project
Project

●Landscape Design and
Planning(2)
・Design Theory for
Industrial Production(1)
・Residential
Environment(1)

3
(16%)

5
(5%)

【 C】 Vacant Shop
Renovation
TAMARINBAProject

□Hospital Gallery
Project

・Regional Planning(3)
●Design of
Environmental
Institution(10)

2
(11%)

13
(14%)

【 H】Survey of
Japanese Historical
Inn/【H】 Old Ware
House Renovation
Project/【 H】
HINAGU Disaster
Prevention Plan
Project

【H】HINAGU Main
Street Urban Design
Project/【C】
Japanese Tea
Ceremony House
Project in the
HOSOKAWA
SANSAI Garden

Satellite Campus
Open to a
Community（Design
Competition of
National Institute of
Technology）（【 H】・
【 Y】 ・【C】）/□Public
Transportation of
the SemiMountainous Area/
【 H】 Landscape
Condition and
Proposal

【 C】
EARTHTECTURE
（Design Competition
of National Institute
of Technology）/
【 C】YATSUSHIRO
Town Centre Project

・Urban Design(3)
・History of Japanese
Architecture(3)
・Structural Design(2)
●Architectural DesignⅡ
(14)
・Traffic Engineering(1)
・Landscape DesignⅠ(1)
・Landscape DesignII(2)
●Structural Design(2)

8
(42%)

28
(30%)

5 th
Year

【 H】HINAGU
Elementary School
Project

【C】Group Home
Project /【 C】
Myouken Festival
Hall Project /□
UYANAGI
Elementary School
Project

□IZUMI Unified
●Architectural DesignⅠ
Elementary through
(15)/
Junior High School
Civil Planning(1)
Project

2
(11%)

16
(17%)

4 th
Year

□SASHIKI Station
Project

●Drawing and DesignⅡ
(8)

1
(5%)

9
(10%)

3 rd
Year

Integrated Study for
Engineering(1)

1
(5%)

2
(2%)

2 nd
Year

・Practice of
Construction Creation(3)
・Introduction of
Engineering(1)

2
(11%)

5
(5%)

1 st
Year

19(100%)

94(100%)

【H】 Making a
Making a Lantern
Lantern Project/
【H】 Repairing Old Project 【 H】
Plaster Wall Project

【 C】 Group Home
Project/【 C】
Myouken Festival
Hall Project/【 C】
TAIYO Elementary
School Project /□
Marginal Settlements
Problems & Proposal
【 Y】 Low - Rise
Housing Complex
Project/【 H】New
HINAGU Station
Plaza Project
□Local Resources
Survey and Making a
Map Project
□Architecture and
a Picture Book,
body and a Life
Style

□Local Resources
Survey and Making a
Map Project
□Architecture and
a Picture Book, a
Body and a Life
Style

GP1:The support program for Contemporary Educational Needs of the Japanese Ministry Education
GP2:the support program for Promoting High-Quality University Education

Figure 2: HINAGU Wear House

Renovation Project collaboration
with local residents & Yatsushiro
City_4th year_2007

Figure 3: MIYAJI Project
collaboration with a paper
craftsman_4th &5th year_2014

Figure 6: HINAGU Sign Project

Figure 7: HINAGU New Station
collaboration with local residents & Project collaboration with local
th
Yatsushiro City_5 year_2007
residents & Yatsushiro City_3rd
year_2011

Figure 10: Presentation to a local
government officer, architect and
urban planner _5thyear_2014

AD
2 nd

【H】HINAGU Main
Street Design
Project/【H】
UCHIWA,Post card
and Guide Video
Project

【Y】Low - Rise
【 H】HINAGU Leafy
Housing Complex
【 H】HINAGU public 【H】 HINAGU public Housing Project /
Project/【H】
【 H】HINAGU public
Restroom Project
Restroom Project
HINAGU Station
Restroom Project
Plaza Project

【H】=HINAGU Area 【 C】 =City Centre Area
【Y】=YATSUSIRO Station Area □=Others
UD=Universal Design LD=Landscape Design

【 H】Survey of
Landscape
Characteristics in
HINAGU

Figure 11: Group work_5th
year_2012

AD
1 st

Total
14(1st～5th） 61(1st～5ｔｈ）

Figure 4: HINAGU Event Court Roof
Project collaboration with a
bamboo craftsman_4th &5th
year_2014

Figure 5: HINAGU Elementary
School Project collaboration with
elementary school boys _4th
year_2008

Figure 8: Hospital Gallery Project
collaboration with doctors, nurses,
constructer, and high school
students_AD1st & all the years_2012

Figure 9: Vacant store
Renovation Project collaboration
with the chamber of commerce
_AD1st & all the years_2011

Figure 12: Senior students
(5thyear) are giving advices to their
juniors (3rdyear) _2014
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Figure 13: Assoc. Prof. Moriyama
Studio_4th &5th year students’
group_2014

2014)

▲

【H 】 HINAGU
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The Achievements for the Last 10 Years

students who join in the lower Architectural Design
Class presentation and give advices to junior students
(Figure 12). And some students have started up a study
session independently and lower-class students help
upper-class students to make models in their graduate
design.
(5) The real life problems in the local community
As mentioned before, students are required to solve
real life problems. In the 5th year, students are required
to discover and to solve problems and they have to
design a physical plan. In the 4th year, students are given
the planning area and the problems to be solved, and
they are required architectural solutions. They make an
on-site inspection frequently and deep relationship
among the local residents as the year goes up. The
planning should be in response to the wishes of the
community residents.

1.

Past Projects
The Department of AC has made efforts on projects
based on actively involvement with a local community
for over 10 years as shown in the Table 1. The 94
projects were undertaken as part of this effort in the 19
subjects, accounting for approximately 20% of all of
lectures and seminar classes. The 5th year has eight
subjects (28 projects) that apply to this effort, which is
the largest number for any year. Two of the subjects (16
projects) are in the 4th year and three subjects (16
projects) belong to the 1st-3rd years. Extra-curricular
activities outside the classroom have also been
performed, including co-exhibitions of architecture with
local architects and a collaboration project with the
Chamber of Commerce regarding revitalization of the
downtown. Extracurricular activities are multidiscipline
cross the year, and have a great potential to promote
active learning by students.
2. The Characteristics of Our Learning Methods
The characteristic learning style of our Architectural
Design Class has been developing to as followings.
However, it is important to develop contentiously
upward.
(1) The collaboration with a community
The collaboration with a local community i.e. local
residents, governments, architects, planner, craftsman,
school boys and our graduates are shown in Figure 2～
10 ． The reason that we can work these multiple
collaboration without any difficulty is mainly that our
city is medium scale. It’s population is about one
hundred and thirty thousand. And there are the historical
area and down town area near by our college. They are
true supporters for our education. In the students’
presentation, it is very important to get opinions by
various kinds of persons from viewpoint of real life. To
keep our collaboration with local community, it is
necessary to keep with strong mutual relationship in our
daily lives.
(2) Group work
It has been considered generally that architectural
design is individual work. But in our Architectural
Design Classes without the lower year, all students’
works are by group (Figure 11). Methods of a group
formation are as follows; in the 3rd year, teachers decide
group members by considering balance of group
members, in the 4th year, teachers decide or students
decide by talking together, in the 5th year, students
decide by talking together.
(3) Supervision by multiple teachers
We have taken supervision in the Architectural
Design Classes by multiple teachers. From last year, we
have introduced “Supervisor’s Studio System”. We
have realized to enhance more deeply learning from this
result (Figure 13).
(4) The learning together and beyond the year
In this year, we have tried to open of the 5thyear’s
and the 4thyear’s Architectural Design class at the same
time. Each studio group composes 5th and 4th students
mixed. About from last year, there are some 5th year

Educational effect of our programs
EQ (Emotional Intelligence)
The Department of AC requires much comprehensive
knowledge for students, because projects are closely
related to a society. In addition, the engineering work
environment requires extensive collaboration with other
specialized fields, and ability to exchange various
opinions and work together is necessary. As such
abilities are related to internal attitudes towards society
and others, EQ (Emotional Intelligence) as advanced by
Daniel Goleman (Goleman, D., 1995) was fund to be
useful. Goleman states that sense of values and ability to
respect consideration, self-control, cooperation, and
harmony are important. They are considered to form the
background of the desire to learn and willingness to
contribute to social activities. Therefore, we considered
EQ to be a fair assessment of attitudes towards work.
For the education of engineers in our department, EQ is
related to the following. They can be learned through
group activities and involvement with the community
and enhance their learning motivation, so students aim
to produce good work in cooperation. Trough EQ tests
on a regular basis, we can continue to observe whether
the students have mastered basic abilities and attitudes
of engineering education.
We prepared an EQ test of 40 questions in total with
reference to the Uchiyama’s questions (Uchiyama, K.,
1997). The four questions correspond to 10 items. Each
question was graded on a Likert scale of 1 to 5
corresponding to "completely disagree" "somewhat
disagree" "cannot say" "somewhat agree" "completely
agree". The questionnaire has been conducted on all
students of Department of AC once every year. We
show the EQ result from 2010 to 2013. The number of
each school year students is about 40. And the number
from 1styear to 5thyear students is about 200 in total.
Figures 14 - 21 show the results. We identified trends
and changes in students EQ values based on these
results. Figures 14 - 17 show the averages of the four
questions corresponding to the 10 items by school year
from 2010 to 2013. Scores over 3.0 indicates positive
trends and scores under 3.0 indicates negative trends.
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Social skills

Social skills
Voluntarily
decision

Empathic
understanding
Self
Motivation
Caring
hearts for others
Optimism

Empathic
understanding

Caring
hearts for others
Self-control
Freshman
Sophomore
3rd year

4th year

5th year

Social skills

Empathic
understanding

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

Self
Motivation

Caring
hearts for others

Optimism

Voluntarily
decision

Optimism

3rd year

3rd year

Social dexterity

Empathic
understanding

4th year

5th year

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

5th year

Social dexterity

Self-insight

Social skills
Voluntarily
decision
Empathic
understanding

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

3rd year
4th year

Social dexterity

Self-insight

Social skills
Voluntarily
decision
Empathic
understanding

Optimism

Freshman

Figure 19: Changes in the
same class (Graduated in the
school year 2013)

Sophomore
3rd year

Self-insight

Voluntarily
decision

Optimism

Self-control

4th year

Figure 20: Changes in the same
class (5thyear in 2014)

Results of the analysis are as follows. Almost the 4th
year and 5th year results spread outward compared to
other years, and 2nd and 3rd year results tend to fall near
the center of the circle. Thus the EQ value tends to rise
as the school year increases. Changes in the EQ value in
the same class are shown in Figure 18 - 21. Figure 18
and 19 show the changes in the value of EQ of the
graduates. Figure 20 and 21 show changes in the value
of EQ of the 5th and the 4th years in the school year of
2014. As shown in Figures 18 and 19, the outermost
spread occurs at 4th and 5th years, Figure 18 is
remarkable. We believe this shows that students have
been able to master basic abilities and attitudes toward
learning through this engineering education with a local
community as classroom. The EQ in Figure20 and
Figure21 are almost unchanged and tend to be not so
smaller in the 3rd year. This is considered that they have
been experienced our PBL approaches from entrance of
our college.
In every question, the EQ value of Smart Sense,
Social Dexterity and Optimism tend to be small, on the
other hand, Caring Hearts for Others, Self-Insight, and
Empathic Understanding tend to be high.
2. The Design Competition
Students have been acquired professional skills on the
work competency surely. In the Design Competition of
National Institute of Technology, number of qualifier in
our department has been increasing recently (Table2).
Our students got the most-valuable award in the
category of Spacial Design in 2014. It is considered
that this is one of achievements of our program.

5th year

Self
Motivation

Caring
hearts for others

Self-control
5th year

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

Self
Motivation

Caring
hearts for others

Optimism

4th year

2013年5月

Self
Motivation

Caring
hearts for others

Sophomore

4th year

2012年5月

Self-control

Figure 18: Changes in the
same class (Graduated in the
school year 2012)

Empathic
understanding
Self
Motivation

Self-insight

3rd year

Social skills

5th year

Social skills
Voluntarily
decision

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

Self-control
Freshman
Sophomore

Voluntarily
decision

Optimism

4th year

Caring
hearts for others

Social dexterity

Self-insight

Self-control
Freshman
Sophomore

Self-control
3rd year

Empathic
understanding
Self
Motivation
Optimism

Self
Motivation

Caring
hearts for others

Social skills
Voluntarily
decision

2011年5月

Self-insight

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

Social dexterity

Self-insight

Self-control
Freshman
Sophomore

2010年11月

Social dexterity

Smart sense
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6

Social dexterity

Self-insight

Freshman

Sophomore

3rd year

Figure 21: Changes in the same
class (4thyear in 2014)

1.

The Traditional Curriculum
The Aalborg PBL Model and the diagram of our AC
department curriculum are shown in Figures 22 and 23.
The Aalborg PBL Model is well known in the world as
the project- organized problem-based learning (Kolmos,
2013) in the engineering education. It is the hybrid
curriculum with courses and project. Every semester is
set within a ‘thematic framework’ for sustainable
development. The courses are almost traditional lectures.
There are only 3 courses in the semester. Courses are
developed and taught with reference to the theme of the
semester (Kolmos, 2013). Some of the three parallel
courses do support the project. Almost project work is
carried out in groups and the same model is followed
from the 1st semester until the completion of a master
degree. The characteristic is that a project occupies one
half of the full credits in the semester. The courses
occupy the other half.
Contrary to the Aalborg PBL Model, our AC
curriculum is traditional. It is common to almost all
engineering Japanese universities and our National
Institute of Technology. There are many special subjects
and they have almost no relevance to each other.
Teaching is generally left to the professors. PBL method
(group work) is only used in a few courses under the
traditional curriculum (Figure 23). Most so-called PBL
approaches in Japan are in almost the same situation.
2. Students’ Work Load in Each Learning Item
The students’ work load in each learning item of
AAU (1stsemester ～ 6thsemester) and our AC
Department (1styear～5thyear) are shown in Figure 24～
25. The students’ work load of the project of AAU is
much remarkably. As semester promoting, the students’
work load increases. The MSc01-Department of
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共通のテーマが設定
*Every semester,
one theme is given

Figure22: The Aalborg PBL Model

Figure23: The diagram of our AC Department curriculum of
NIT, Kumamoto

Lecture

Lecture Assignment Preparation Workshop Excursion Project Examination others

Figure24: Students’ work load in each learning
item(Department of Architecture, AAU)
時間

Figure25:

Seminar

Experiment

Self instruction

Students’ work load in each learning item(AC
Department of NIT, Kumamoto)

時間
Table3: Comparison of the main purpose of learning
Aalborg University

MSc01- Department of Architecture,

PBL Introduction, The Department of Development
st
and Planning, Aalborg University, Sep. 1 2012

Figure26: The ratio of Students’ work load in
each learning item

Architecture of AAU and the 5thyear of our AC
Department of the ratio of Students’ work load in each
learning item are shown in Figure 26. A 95% of the
students’ work load of AAU is student’s independent or
active work. On the other hand, our AC Department
students’ work load in student’s independent or active
work is 46%. About work load in lectures, the ratio of
its share of our AC Department is 52%, on the other
hand, it of AAU is only 5%.
3. The purpose of learning
Table3 compares our college of purpose of learning
with those of Aalborg University. The main purpose of
learning of our college is to ensure professional and
technical knowledge. The main purpose of Aalborg
University is to secure continued professional
development throughout the student’s career via lifelong
learning, i.e. “learning to learn” (Dahms, M., 2012). The
project of the Aalborg Model is desired a new proposal
that is carried out in people’s surroundings development.
It is importance to be innovative or creative. Contrary to
his, our learning purpose is an understanding-level of
Bloom’s Taxonomy.

To ensure professional and
technical knowledge

Handbook for student of NIT, Kumamoto

Conclusions
We have shown our characteristic learning methods,
achievements and problems of our New Engineering
Education; mainly the Architectural Design Subject in
the AC Department of NIT, Kumamoto on the basis of
our approaches for over 10 years. We understand that
the educational effects are students’ internally
development, so we have tried to take EQ as an
assessment of educational effect. As the result, it
became clear the educational effects in our approaches.
On the other hand, there are a lot of problems. Our
approaches of the Architectural Design Class are under
the traditional curriculum. In the learning present
situation are mixed in a traditional learning and PBL.
This learning environment put too much load on
students. And also educational development can’t be
expected further more. We have to improve our
traditional curriculum to the students-cantered one as
the Aalborg PBL model. Further practically
investigation and discussing with a large number of our
colleagues is necessary.
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5th year AC Department
of NIT, Kumamoto

To secure continued professional
development throughout the
student’s career via lifelong
learning, i.e. “learning to
learn”(Dahms, M.2012)

NIT, Kumamoto College
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